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AMÉLIORATION DE LA PERFORMANCE DU PROTOCOLE DE ROUTAGE
VANET BASÉ SUR LES CLUSTERS
Ahmad ABUASHOUR
RÉSUMÉ
Le protocole Vehicular Ad-Hoc NETworks (VANETs) a considérablement attiré l’attention
ces dernières années, en raison de ses caractéristiques uniques, qui sont différentes du pro-
tocole Mobile Ad-Hoc NETworks (MANET), notamment le changement de topologie rapide,
l’échec fréquent de liaison et la mobilité élevée des véhicules. La mobilité élevée dans VANET
provoque des changements de topologie élevés et, par la suite, entraîne un contrôle excessif et
des défaillances de liaison fréquentes. Habituellement, les techniques de clustering ont été
utilisées comme principale solution pour réduire les messages de contrôle dans VANET. Dans
ces techniques, le réseau est divisé en plusieurs clusters et l’un des membres du cluster (CM)
est sélectionné en tant que Cluster Head (CH). Les CH sélectionnés sont responsables de la
coordination entre les membres du cluster ainsi que de la communication entre eux. Les tech-
niques du clustering réduiront considérablement les frais généraux de contrôle de routage car
elles limitent la communication entre chaque CM et son CH au lieu de la communication entre
tous les véhicules dans la topologie de VANET. En utilisant le clustering, seul le CH requiert
de trouver l’itinéraire de la destination. Par conséquent, les frais généraux de routage sont pro-
portionnels au nombre de clusters et non au nombre de nœuds. Les objectifs de l’utilisation de
clusters sont de minimiser les frais généraux de contrôle et d’augmenter la ﬂexibilité du réseau.
La caractéristique la plus importante pour toute technique de clustering est de créer un cluster
stable avec un minimum de contrôle de surcharge du cluster. Dans cette thèse, nous déﬁnissons
quatre types de contrôle de surcharge du cluster, et ils sont comme suit: le surcharge du cluster
généré par la formation et de la maintenance du cluster, les messages de contrôle de surcharge
transmis des CM au CH, les messages publicitaires diffusés périodiquement par le CH et le
contrôle de surcharge diffusé en raison des processus d’élection du CH. En outre, nous sup-
posons que tous les réseaux VANET sont déjà pré-regroupés (preclustered). Par conséquent,
les messages de contrôle de surcharge générés par la formation ou la maintenance du cluster-
ing sont éliminés. De plus, les messages de contrôle de surcharge générés par le CM et le CH
en raison des processus d’élection de CH produisent toujours des messages de surcharge de
contrôle élevés.
Dans la première partie, le problème du protocole Clustered-Based Routing (CBR) dans VANET
relie les données reçues au CH instable. La plupart des algorithmes d’élection du CH proposés
sélectionnent le CH dans la topologie VANET en considérant plusieurs paramètres, tels que:
la mobilité, l’emplacement et le noeud Life-Time (LT). La plupart des techniques de clustering
produisent une topologie de VANET regroupée (clustered) instable, car ils n’élisent pas le CH
stable. Par conséquent, le cluster qui élit le CH approprié qui ne change pas fréquemment est
considéré comme un cluster stable, il améliore également les performances de routage CBR en
termes de débit et de délai. Par conséquent, nous proposons le protocole Cluster-Based Life-
VIII
Time Routing (CBLTR). Le protocole CBLTR vise à augmenter la stabilité du routage et le
débit moyen dans un scénario de segment bidirectionnel. Les CH sont sélectionnés en fonction
du maximum LT parmi tous les véhicules situés dans chaque cluster. Nous proposons égale-
ment le protocole Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR). Il vise à augmenter le débit
moyen et à réduire le délai dans une topologie de grille. L’Intersection CH (ICH) élue reçoit un
ensemble de candidats d’itinéraires les plus courts (SCSR) guidant à la destination souhaitée à
partir du réseau déﬁni par logiciel « Software Deﬁned Network » (SDN). Le protocole IDVR
sélectionne l’itinéraire optimal en fonction de son emplacement actuel, de son emplacement de
destination et du maximum et du minimum du débit moyen de SCSR.
Dans la deuxième partie, un problème se produit lorsque les messages de contrôle de surcharge
augmentent en raison de la transmission périodique des messages CM HELLO (CMHELLO)
entre les CM et le CH, et lorsque le CH diffuse périodiquement un message CH ADVER-
TIMENT (CHADS) pour se déclarer CM. Par conséquent, la minimisation des messages de
contrôle de surcharge dans n’importe quel environnement de cluster est un objectif essentiel
aﬁn d’utiliser efﬁcacement les ressources du réseau. Par conséquent, nous proposons deux
algorithmes: d’abord, l’algorithme de réduction des coûts de contrôle « Control Overhead Re-
duction Algorithm » (CORA) qui vise à réduire les messages de contrôle de surcharge dans une
topologie en cluster, en développant un nouveau mécanisme pour calculer le nombre optimal
de messages CMHELLO. Deuxièmement, une version améliorée de CORA (ECORA) visant
à réduire les messages CHADS diffusés par les CH, en proposant un algorithme de prédiction
CHADS qui permet au CH de prévoir la période de diffusion des messages CHADS.
Dans la troisième partie, les élections fréquentes de CH augmentent principalement le con-
trôle de surcharge du cluster, ce qui mène à consommer beaucoup de ressources du réseau
disponibles. Le contrôle élevé de surcharge du cluster est considéré comme le principal prob-
lème ayant un impact négatif sur les performances du réseau. Dans cette partie, nous nous
concentrons sur la réduction des messages de contrôle de surcharge des élections CH. Par con-
séquent, nous proposons un nouveau protocole passif de prévention des élections CH « Passive
CH election avoidance » (PCHEA) qui vise à optimiser le nombre de processus d’élection de
CH. Dans le protocole PCHEA, chaque CH sélectionne un autre CH basé sur des informations
spéciﬁques déjà stockées dans sa mémoire, sans nécessiter de déclencher la fonction électorale.
Les CH envoient à ses CM la prochaine identiﬁcation CH et son temps d’activation. En outre,
nous proposons le protocole CH Routing (CHR) qui vise à réduire le nombre de CH retrans-
mis entre chaque paire de véhicules. Dans le protocole CHR, le CH sélectionne le second CH
adjacent parmi tous les CH situés dans son intervalle de transmission. Le protocole PCHEA
et le protocole CHR réduisent considérablement le nombre de CH élus et augmentent le débit
moyen dans un scénario de route bidirectionnelle, respectivement.
Enﬁn, les protocoles proposés sont évalués à l’aide du générateur de traﬁc SUMO (version
0.28.0) et de MATLAB (version R2016b). Nous comparons la performance des protocoles
proposés avec d’autres protocoles dans la littérature pour différents scénarios et en fonction de
différentes mesures de performance.
IX
Mots-clés: MANET, VANET, CM, CH, CBLTR, IDVR, ICH, LT, SCSR, CMHELLO, CHADS,
CORA, ECORA, PCHEA, CHR

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OF CLUSTERED-BASED VANET ROUTING
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ABSTRACT
Vehicular Ad-Hoc NETworks (VANETs) have received considerable attention in recent years,
due to its unique characteristics, which are different from Mobile Ad-Hoc NETworks (MANETs),
such as rapid topology change, frequent link failure, and high vehicle mobility. The high mo-
bility in VANETs causes high topology changes and in turn leads to excessive control overhead
messages and frequent link failures.
Traditionally, clustering techniques have been used as the main solution to reduce the con-
trol overhead messages in VANET, in which the network is divided into multiple clusters and
selecting one of the Cluster Members (CMs) as a Cluster Head (CH). The selected CHs are
responsible for coordinating the members of the cluster, and communication between clusters.
The clustering techniques will signiﬁcantly reduce the routing control overhead messages, that
is because the clustering techniques restrict the communication between each CM and it’s CH
instead of communication between all the vehicles in the VANET topology.
The most important characteristic for any clustering technique is to create a stable cluster with
minimum clustered control overhead messages. In this thesis, we deﬁne four types of clustered
control overhead messages, as follows: The control overhead messages generated due to clus-
tering formation and maintenance, the control overhead messages due to forwarded from the
CMs to the CH, the periodically broadcasted advertisement messages by the CH, and the con-
trol overhead messages broadcasted due the CH election process. Also, we assume all VANET
networks are already preclustered. Therefore, the clustered control overhead messages gen-
erated by the clustering formation or maintenance are eliminated. Furthermore, the clustered
control overhead messages generated by the CM and the CH, and due to CH election processes
still produce high clustered control overhead messages.
In the ﬁrst part, the problem of Clustered-Based Routing (CBR) protocol in VANET is relaying
the received data to unstable CH. Most of the proposed CH election algorithms select the CH
in the clustered VANET topology by considering many parameters, such as: mobility, location,
and node Life-Time (LT). Most of the clustering techniques produce unstable clustered VANET
topology, because they do not elect the stable CH. Therefore, the cluster that elects the suitable
CH which does not change frequently is considered a stable cluster. Also, it improves the CBR
protocol performance in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay. Therefore, we propose a
Cluster-Based Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) protocol. The CBLTR protocol aims to increase
the route stability and average throughput in a bidirectional segment scenario. The Cluster
Heads (CHs) are selected based on maximum Life-Time (LT) among all vehicles that are lo-
cated within each cluster. We propose also an Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR)
XII
protocol. The IDVR protocol aims to increase the average throughput, and to reduce end-to-
end delay in a grid topology. The elected Intersection CH (ICH) receives a Set of Candidate
Shortest Routes (SCSR) close to the desired destination from the Software Deﬁned Network
(SDN). The IDVR protocol selects the optimal route based on its current location, destination
location, and the maximum of the minimum average throughput of SCSR.
In the second part, a problem occurs when the control overhead messages increase due to
periodically forwarding of CM HELLO (CMHELLO) messages between the CMs and the
CH, and when the CH periodically broadcasts an CH ADvertiSement (CHADS) messages
to declare itself to the CMs. Hence, minimizing control overhead messages in any cluster
environment is an essential goal to use the network resources efﬁciently. Therefore, we propose
two algorithms: First, a Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA) which aims to reduce
the control overhead messages in a clustered topology, by developing a new mechanism for
calculating the optimal number of CMHELLO messages. Second, an Enhanced version of
CORA (ECORA) which aims to reduce the CHADS messages that broadcasted by the CHs,
by proposing a CHADS prediction algorithm that enables the CH to predict the period of time
for broadcasting the CHADS messages.
In the third part, the frequent CH election mainly increases the clustered control overhead mes-
sages, which yields to consume high amount of available network resources. High clustered
control overhead messages is considered as main problem that negatively impacts the network
performance. In this part, we concentrate on the reduction of CH election control overhead
messages. Therefore, we propose a new Passive CH election avoidance (PCHEA) protocol
that aims to optimize the number of CH election process. In PCHEA protocol, each CH selects
another CH based on speciﬁc information already stored in its memory, without requiring to
trigger the election function. The CH sends to the CMs the next CH identiﬁcation and its acti-
vation time. Also, we propose a CH Routing (CHR) protocol that aims to reduce the number
of relayed CHs between any pair of vehicles. In CHR protocol, the CH selects the second adja-
cent CH among all CH located within its transmission range. The PCHEA protocol and CHR
protocol signiﬁcantly reduce the number of CH elected and increase the average throughput in
a bidirectional highway scenario, respectively.
Finally, the proposed protocols are evaluated using SUMO version 0.28.0 trafﬁc generator and
MATLAB version R2016b. We compare the performance of the proposed protocols with other
protocols in the literature, in different scenarios and in terms of different performance metrics.
Keywords: MANET, VANET, CM, CH, CBLTR, IDVR, ICH, LT, SCSR, CMHELLO,
CHADS, CORA, ECORA, PCHEA, CHR
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INTRODUCTION
The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) that includes all types of communications between
vehicles is an important next-generation transportation system. ITS provides many facilities to
the passengers, such as safety applications, assistant to the drivers, emergency warning, etc.
Vehicular Ad Hoc NETwork (VANET) is a derived form of self-organized Mobile Ad Hoc
NETwork (MANET). In VANET, vehicles are equipped with an On-Board Units (OBUs) that
can communicate with each other (V2V communications), and/or with stationary road-side
units (V2I) that are installed along the roads. Figure 0.1 presents these two kind of commu-
nication. VANETs have several characteristics that makes it different from MANETs, such
as high node mobility, predictable and restricted mobility patterns, rapid network topology
change, and frequent battery charging, so energy consumption is not a big issue in VANET
(Tayal & Triphathi (2012)).
Figure 0.1 V2V and V2I communication,
https:www.studyblue.com (taken in September 11,2017)
2Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technology is an emerging technology that
is developed to work in very high dynamic networks, to support fast link establishment and
to minimize communication latency. DSRC is designed to ensure the reliability of safety ap-
plications, taking into consideration the time constraints for this type of applications. In the
United States, Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has allocated 5.9GHz for DSRC
technique to support public and commercial application in V2V and V2I. The frequency takes
the range of (5.850-5.925) GHz and divides it into seven non-overlapping 10MHz channels.
The DSRC is developed to support the data transfer in a rapidly changing topology networks,
such as VANET, where time response and the high transmission rate is required. VANETs deal
with two wireless access standards: IEEE 802.11p deals with the physical and MAC layer, and
IEEE 1609 deals with higher-layer protocols. According to IEEE 802.11p, vehicles are capa-
ble to share their GPS related position together with velocity and acceleration (reference:551
(2010)).
VANET is proposed and adapts different types of routing protocols, such as proactive(Spaho
et al. (2012)), reactive(Ding et al. (2011); Abedi et al. (2009); Yu et al. (2011)), hybrid (Wu
et al. (2013) Chai et al. (2013)), and geographic-based routing protocols (Liu et al. (2008);
Luo & Zhou (2011)). The proactive and reactive routing protocols are classiﬁed under the
topology based routing protocol category, which aims to discover the route between the source
and destination before starting the data transmission. The main difference between the two is
that the proactive routing protocol initiates a route discovery to all nodes located in the entire
network, yielding an increase in control overhead messages and end-to-end delay. While in the
reactive routing protocol, a source node initiates a discovery process to reach only the desired
destination. This process reduces the control overhead messages; however, the route discovery
process is required in ﬁnding a route for every new node. The hybrid routing protocol combines
the features of both proactive and reactive routing protocol. The nodes in the hybrid network
are grouped together in a particular area called clusters. Hybrid routing protocols, sometimes
3called Cluster-Based Routing (CBR) protocols, are designed to improve the network scalability
by allowing the nodes within the clusters to communicate through a pre-selected Cluster Heads
(CHs) using a proactive routing protocol. However, in the case of communication between
clusters, a reactive routing protocol is triggered.
Geographic-based routing protocols or Location-based routing protocols combine the posi-
tion information with topological knowledge of the actual road map and surroundings. In
geographic-based routing protocols, the data is transmitted directly from the source to the
destination without initiating any route discovery process. Therefore, each forwarding node
assumes to know the following: its current location (using GPS), neighbors locations (by pe-
riodically exchanging of Hello messages), and destination location (by using location service
protocol(Camp et al. (2002))).
Intersection-based Geographical Routing Protocol (IGRP) is a location-based routing protocol,
which is suitable to urban environments. IGRP (Saleet et al. (2011)) is based on an effective
selection of road intersections a packet must follow to reach the desired destination. This
protocol is characterized by selecting the routes with high route stability. In addition it satisﬁes
QoS constraints with tolerable delay, bandwidth usage, and error rate.
CBR protocols are widely used to improve the scalability of VANET environment and to re-
duce the control overhead message. Although the clustering techniques are minimizing the
routing control overhead messages, frequent CH elections increase the control overhead mes-
sages associated with the re-election process. The control overhead messages are produced by:
First, exchanging of HELLO messages between the CMs and the CH, and second, the CH AD-
vertiSement (CHADS) messages broadcasted periodically by the CH. When control overhead
messages are increasing in a cluster topology, it reduces the available bandwidth resources.
Following are some advantages of clustering in VANET:
4a. Improving PDR;
b. Reducing network trafﬁc in inter-cluster network;
c. Improve the communication scalability for large number of nodes;
d. Minimal routing overhead.
The mobility in VANETs causes high topology changes and in turn leads to excessive control
overhead messages and frequent link communication failures. Traditionally, clustering tech-
niques have been used as the main solution to reduce the control overhead messages in VANET,
in which the network is divided into multiple clusters and selecting one of the Cluster Members
(CMs) as a Cluster Head (CH). Still, a problem occurs when the control overhead messages
increase due to periodically forwarding of CM HELLO (CMHELLO) messages between the
CMs and the CH, and when the CH periodically broadcasts an CH ADvertiSement (CHADS)
messages to declare itself to the CMs. Hence, minimizing control overhead messages in any
cluster environment is an essential goal to use the network resources efﬁciently.
Although the clustering techniques are minimizing the routing control overhead messages,
clustering control overhead messages still consume much of VANET resources. The clustering
control overhead messages are produced by : First, forwarding of control messages between
the CMs and the CH named CMHELLO messages. Second, broadcasting of control messages
by the CH named CHADS messages. When control overhead messages are increasing in any
clustered topology, the available bandwidth resources reduce signiﬁcantly. The CBR protocols
aims to increase the network throughput at the cost of decreased the clustered control overhead
messages.
Clustering techniques is considered an important solution to improve the network stability and
performance. However, the frequent CH election mainly increases the clustered control over-
head messages, which yields to consume high amount of available network resources. High
5clustered control overhead messages is considered the main problem that negatively impacts
the network performance.
0.1 Motivation
Clustering techniques are an important solution to reduce the network complexity. The main
two objectives for clustering: (1) to reduce the routing control overhead messages and (2) to
increase the network stability and efﬁciency. In the literature, some of the researchers have
investigated how the clustering techniques reduce the routing control overhead messages, but
the majority of literature have ignored the impact of local clustered control overhead messages
to the VANET network in general. The mechanism of selecting the stable CH directly impacts
the clustered network performance in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay. The cluster is
considered as stable cluster when it selects a CH with higher transmission time.
Many parameters should be considered to elect the CH in the clustered VANET topology, such
as:
a. The vehicle location;
b. The vehicle velocity;
c. The current time of the vehicle.
One of the VANET characteristics is the high mobility. The high mobility in VANET forces
the vehicles to periodically exchanging clustered control overhead messages. Therefore, the
excessive amount of clustered control overhead messages yield to consume high amount of
available bandwidth resources.
6In this thesis, there are ﬁve motivation:
a. Improving the throughput in a clustered VANET topology;
b. Reducing the end-to-end delay in a clustered VANET topology;
c. Reducing the number of cluster control overhead messages in a clustered VANET topol-
ogy;
d. Reducing the number of elected CH in a clustered VANET topology;
e. Reducing the number of relayed hops in a clustered VANET topology.
0.2 Problem Description
High mobility is the main characteristic that makes VANET different than MANET. Many
application proposed for MANET are not applicable in VANET due to the high mobility. The
challenges to solve the mobility problem started by many steps: First; clustering the network
helps to reduce the complexity of ﬂat network to be managed by small clusters, and within
each cluster only a selected CH is responsible for local and external communication. Second;
the mechanism to select a stable CH, the CH should be elected by considering some of the
mobility parameters as velocity and acceleration. The considered parameters should provide
a CH with high transmission time and less frequent status changes. In this thesis, we address
many problems in clustered VANET topology, as follows:
a. Clustered VANET routing protocol suffers of low throughput and high end-to-end delay
due to electing unstable CHs;
b. Clustering the VANET topology generates a high clustered control overhead messages
due to exchange the CMHELLO and CHADS messages in the clusters;
7c. Frequently electing CHs produce an extra control overhead messages due to not selecting
the best CH;
d. Clustered VANET routing protocol produces an extra routing control overhead messages
because it forwards all the time only to the adjacent CHs. When the number of relayed
CHs increases the routing control overhead messages also increases.
0.3 Objectives
The main goal behind this work is to solve the problems discussed in the previous section.
Therefore, The ﬁrst main objective is to propose a new CH election mechanism that elects a
CH with highest stability among CMs. In addition, a clustered VANET protocol is proposed
in a bidirectional segment scenario and a in a grid scenario. The main objectives of these two
protocols are to increase the throughput and to minimize the end-to-end delay in a clustered
based topology.
The second main objective is to reduce the number of generated clustered control overhead
messages in each cluster. Therefore, a clustered control overhead reduction algorithms are pro-
posed to reduce the number of generated clustered control overhead messages in each cluster.
The third main objective is to reduce the number of CH elected in each cluster. Therefore, a
proposed election avoidance protocol is proposed to reduce the number of CH elected process
triggered in each cluster.
Finally, the last objective of this work is reduce the number of relayed CHs between the source
and destination. Therefore, a routing protocol is proposed to reduce the number of relayed CHs
in VANET topology.
This work should solve the following main issues:
8a. How to increase the throughput and to reduce the end-to-end delay in a bidirectional
highway topology scenario;
b. How to increase the throughput and to reduce the end-to-end delay in a grid topology
scenario;
c. How to optimize the number of clustered control overhead message in a clustered topol-
ogy scenario;
d. How to minimize the number of elected CH in a clustered topology scenario; and
e. How to reduce the number of relayed CHs in a clustered topology scenario.
These issues will be solved by proposing different algorithms. The evaluation of the proposed
algorithms is compared with other proposed algorithms in the literature.
0.4 Thesis outline
The thesis is an article-based dissertation, which organized as follows. Chapter 1 proposes
two algorithms: CBLTR protocol and IDVR protocol. The CBLTR protocol aims to increase
the route stability and average throughput in a bidirectional segment scenario. The Cluster
Heads (CHs) are selected based on maximum Life-Time (LT) among all vehicles that are lo-
cated within each cluster. The IDVR protocol aims to increase the route stability and aver-
age throughput, and to reduce end-to-end delay in a grid topology. The elected Intersection
CH (ICH) receives a Set of Candidate Shortest Routes (SCSR) closed to the desired destina-
tion from the Software Deﬁned Network (SDN). The IDVR protocol selects the optimal route
based on its current location, destination location, and the maximum of the minimum average
throughput of SCSR.
Chapter 2 proposes two algorithms: First, a Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA)
which aims to reduce the control overhead messages in a clustered topology, by developing
9a new mechanism for calculating the optimal number of CMHELLO messages. Second, an
Enhanced version of CORA (ECORA) which aims to reduce the CHADS messages that broad-
casted by the CHs, by proposing a CHADS prediction algorithm that enables the CH to predict
the period of time for broadcasting the CHADS messages.
Chapter 3 proposes a new Passive CH election avoidance (PCHEA) protocol that aims to op-
timize the number of CH election process. In PCHEA protocol, each CH selects another CH
based on speciﬁc information already stored in its memory, without requiring to trigger the
election function. The CH sends to its CMs the next CH identiﬁcation and its activation time.
Also, a CH Routing (CHR) protocol is proposed, that aims to reduce the number of relayed
CHs between any pair of vehicles. In CHR protocol, the CH selects the second adjacent CH
among all CH located within its transmission range. The PCHEA protocol and CHR proto-
col signiﬁcantly reduce the number of CH elected and increase the average throughput in a
bidirectional highway scenario, respectively.
Last chapter presents the following: a conclusion of this work, suggested future works, and a
list of related publication.
0.5 Summary of achievements and novelty
Chapter 2 proposes two routing algorithms that improves the performance of CBR protocols
in any VANET environment. First; a novel Cluster-Base Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) protocol
in a segment topology is introduced. The CHs are elected based on maximum LT, and the
re-election process is required only when the CHs reach their corresponding threshold point.
Based on the simulation results, CBLTR protocol shows a signiﬁcant improvement in terms of
average throughput. The enhancement in CBLTR protocol is a new mechanism to select new
CHs. The selected CHs have longer LT span making the protocol more stable. Second; an
Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol in a grid topology is proposed. Each
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time the packet reaches the intersection, ICH recursively applies the IDVR protocol between
the current intersection and the desired destination intersection, taking into account the stabil-
ity of the connected route. The IDVR protocol selects the optimal route based on its current
location, destination location, and a maximum of the minimum average throughput for SC-
SRs. IDVR increases the overall network efﬁciency, by increasing the route throughput, and
decreasing end-to-end delay. As in our simulation, we have proved that the IDVR protocol
outperforms VDLA, IRTIV, and GPCR in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput.
In Chapter 3, two algorithms are proposed: a Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA)
and an Enhanced version of Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (ECORA). These algo-
rithms signiﬁcantly reduce the number of control overhead messages generated by the CMs
and the CHs in a clustered highway topology. We present a new mechanism for calculating
the optimal period for forwarding or broadcasting the control overhead messages. The main
contribution of these algorithm is to change the mechanism of forwarding the CM clustered
control overhead messages in a clustered topology to be based on location instead of periodic
of time. Also, we propose a CH prediction algorithm to enhance the CH to announce their
status in speciﬁc predicted period of time instead of broadcasting within all CHLT.
Chapter 4 proposes two main protocols; ﬁrst, the Passive CH Election Avoidance (PCHEA)
protocol. Second, the CH Routing (CHR) protocol. The PCHEA aims to increase the network
performance by reducing the number of CH election processes. The CHR protocol aims to re-
duce the number of relayed CHs between any pair of vehicles. As we present in the simulation
results, the PCHEA protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms CBLTR protocol in terms reducing the
number of CH election process. Also, the CHR protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms the CBLTR
protocol in terms of average throughput.
In summary, the main novelty of this thesis presented in the following points:
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a. Formulation the problem of the network instability in VANET and proposing a clustering
model;
b. Improving the network performance by proposing a stable cluster routing protocol that
applies in highway and grid topology scenarios;
c. Proposing algorithms to reduce the clustered control overhead messages in a clustered
topology;
d. Proposing a CH election avoidance algorithm to avoid the control overhead messages
produced due to the election processes;
e. Improving the VANET performance by reducing the number of relayed CHs in the clus-
tered highway topology.

CHAPTER 1
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OF CLUSTER-BASED ROUTING PROTOCOL
IN VANET
Ahmad Abuashour1, Michel Kadoch1
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1100 Notre-Dame Ouest, Montréal, Québec, Canada H3C 1K3
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1.1 Abstract
In this article we propose three algorithms: Cluster-Based Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) pro-
tocol, Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol, and Control Overhead Reduc-
tion Algorithm (CORA). The CBLTR protocol aims to increase the route stability and average
throughput in a bidirectional segment scenario. The Cluster Heads (CHs) are selected based on
maximum Life-Time (LT) among all vehicles that are located within each cluster. The IDVR
protocol aims to increase the route stability and average throughput, and to reduce end-to-end
delay in a grid topology. The elected Intersection CH (ICH) receives a Set of Candidate Short-
est Routes (SCSR) closed to the desired destination from the Software Deﬁned Network (SDN).
The IDVR protocol selects the optimal route based on its current location, destination location,
and the maximum of the minimum average throughput of SCSR. Finally, the CORA algorithm
aims to reduce the control overhead messages in the clusters, by developing a new mechanism
to calculate the optimal numbers of the control overhead messages between the CMs and the
CH. We used SUMO trafﬁc generator simulators and MATLAB to evaluate the performance of
our proposed protocols. These protocols signiﬁcantly outperform many protocols mentioned
in the literature, in terms of many parameters.
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1.2 Introduction
The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) that includes all types of communications between
vehicles is an important next-generation transportation system. ITS provides many facilities to
the passengers, such as safety applications, assistant to the drivers, emergency warning, etc.
Vehicular Ad Hoc NETwork (VANET) is a derived form of self-organized Mobile Ad Hoc
NETwork (MANET). In VANET, vehicles are equipped with an On-Board Units (OBUs) that
can communicate with each other (V2V communications), and/or with stationary road infras-
tructure units (V2I) that are installed along the roads. VANETs have several characteristics
that makes it different from MANETs, such as high node mobility, predictable and restricted
mobility patterns, rapid network topology change, and frequent battery charging, so energy
consumption is not a big issue in VANET (Tayal & Triphathi (2012)).
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technology is an emerging technology that
is developed to work in very high dynamic networks, to support fast link establishment and
to minimize communication latency. DSRC is designed to ensure the reliability of safety ap-
plications, taking into consideration the time constraints for this type of applications. In the
United States, Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has allocated 5.9GHz for DSRC
technique to support public and commercial application in V2V and V2I. The frequency takes
the range of (5.850-5.925) GHz and divides it into seven non-overlapping 10MHz channels.
The DSRC is developed to support the data transfer in a rapidly changing topology networks,
such as VANET, where time response and the high transmission rate is required. VANETs deal
with two wireless access standards: IEEE 802.11p deals with the physical and MAC layer, and
IEEE 1609 deals with higher-layer protocols. According to IEEE 802.11p, vehicles are capable
to share their GPS related position together with velocity and acceleration (551 (2010)).
VANET is proposed and adapts different types of routing protocols, such as proactive(Spaho
et al. (2012)), reactive(Ding et al. (2011); Abedi et al. (2009); Yu et al. (2011)), hybrid (Wu
et al. (2013) Chai et al. (2013)), and geographic-based routing protocols (Liu et al. (2008);
Luo & Zhou (2011)). The proactive and reactive routing protocols are classiﬁed under the
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topology based routing protocol category, which aims to discover the route between the source
and destination before starting the data transmission. The main difference between the two is
that the proactive routing protocol initiates a route discovery to all nodes located in the entire
network, yielding an increase in control overhead messages and end-to-end delay. While in the
reactive routing protocol, a source node initiates a discovery process to reach only the desired
destination. This process reduces the control overhead messages; however, the route discovery
process is required in ﬁnding a route for every new node. The hybrid routing protocol combines
the features of both proactive and reactive routing protocol. The nodes in the hybrid network
are grouped together in a particular area called clusters. Hybrid routing protocols, sometimes
called Cluster-Based Routing (CBR) protocols, are designed to improve the network scalability
by allowing the nodes within the clusters to communicate through a pre-selected Cluster Heads
(CHs) using a proactive routing protocol. However, in the case of communication between
clusters, a reactive routing protocol is triggered.
Geographic-based routing protocols or Location-based routing protocols combine the posi-
tion information with topological knowledge of the actual road map and surroundings. In
geographic-based routing protocols, the data is transmitted directly from the source to the
destination without initiating any route discovery process. Therefore, each forwarding node
assumes to know the following: its current location (using GPS), neighbors locations (by pe-
riodically exchanging of Hello messages), and destination location (by using location service
protocol(Camp et al. (2002))).
Intersection-based Geographical Routing Protocol (IGRP) is a location-based routing protocol,
which is suitable to urban environments. IGRP (Saleet et al. (2011)) is based on an effective
selection of road intersections a packet must follow to reach the desired destination. This
protocol is characterized by selecting the routes with high route stability. In addition it satisﬁes
QoS constraints with tolerable delay, bandwidth usage, and error rate.
CBR protocols are widely used to improve the scalability of VANET environment and to re-
duce the control overhead message. Although the clustering techniques are minimizing the
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routing control overhead messages, frequent CH elections increase the control overhead mes-
sages associated with the re-election process. The control overhead messages are produced by:
First, exchanging of HELLO messages between the CMs and the CH, and second, the CH AD-
vertiSement (CHADS) messages broadcasted periodically by the CH. When control overhead
messages are increasing in a cluster topology, it reduces the available bandwidth resources.
In this article, we deﬁne three contributions as follows:
a. We combine the characteristics of geographic-based routing protocol with cluster-based
routing protocol to produce a novel CBR protocol. The proposed routing protocol is called
Cluster-Based Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) protocol, which objects to eliminate the route
discovery process and reduces the number of re-election process for new CHs. CBLTR
protocol aims to increase the route stability and average throughput in a bidirectional
segment scenario;
b. We propose a novel Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol, which aims
to increase the overall network efﬁciency, by increasing the routes throughput, and de-
creasing end-to-end delay;
c. We propose a Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA). The proposed protocol
aims to minimize the number of the control overhead messages generated by CMs in a
clustered segment scenario.
This article is outlined as follows; in section 1.3, we present state of the arts that related to our
works. Section 1.4 presents CBLTR protocol in segments scenario. Section 1.5 explains IDVR
protocol in a grid scenario. Section 1.6 explains CORA algorithm in a segment scenario.
Section 1.7 explains the mathematical model. Section 1.8 shows the simulation results and
analysis. Finally, section 1.9 concludes this article.
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1.3 State of arts
In general, Cluster-Based Routing (CBR) protocol is a hybrid routing protocol, that divides
the large network into small areas called clusters, and inside the cluster, there are a speciﬁc
routing protocols called intra-cluster routing protocol. The communication between clusters
is performed via pre-selected nodes called Cluster Heads (CHs). The CHs are responsible
for coordinating the members of the cluster, and communicating betwen clusters using inter-
cluster routing protocol (Song et al. (2010)). By clustering, only the CH requires to ﬁnd the
destination route. Therefore, the routing overhead is proportional to the number of clusters and
not the number of nodes. The objectives of using clusters are to minimize the control overhead
messages, and increase the scalability of the network.
A large number of algorithms have been proposed for the CH election process in VANET. There
are many parameters considered to improve the CH election process, such as location, direc-
tion, and velocity. In (Abedi et al. (2009)), the proposed protocol elects the CHs by considering
vehicle movement parameter and link quality between vehicles, forming CHs relatively more
stable. The proposed protocol reduces the message overhead and MAC layer contention time
at each vehicle while maintaining a high Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR).
In (Song et al. (2010)), Tao et al. proposed a Cluster-Based Directional Routing Protocol
(CBDRP) for highway scenario, in which the CH selects another CH according to the moving
direction of the vehicle. The vehicles which are closest to the center coordination of the clus-
ters are elected as cluster heads. This protocol shows signiﬁcant improvement compared with
AODV and is equivalent to GPSR in terms of transmission performance.
Ahmed et al. (Louazani et al. (2014)) proposed Cluster-Based algorithm for connectivity main-
tenance in VANET (AODV-CV), the CH is elected based on the closest actual velocity to the
average velocity of all nodes located inside the cluster zone. The proposed protocol outperform
AODV in terms of throughput by increasing the velocity.
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B. Ramakishnan et al. in(Ramakrishnan (2011)) presented a new CBR protocol called CB-
VANET. This model focused on the development of clustering framework for communication
among the VANET vehicles. This model decreased the latency in VANET by reducing the
cluster creation time, CH election time, and cluster switching time. The vehicle with minimum
velocity was chosen as the CH. The proposed protocol outperformed other protocols in terms
of the creation time and switching time.
In IGRP (Saleet et al. (2011)), a source node needs to know the route it should use to forward
data packet to the gateway, which has an up-to-date view of the local network topology. This
gateway acts as an allocation service where it stores current location information about all
vehicles in its vicinity. By using location management service, each vehicle reports its location
information to the gateway as it moves within the transmission range of the gateway. Based
on this information, the gateway constructs a set of routes between itself and the vehicles. To
increase the stability, IGRP builds routes based only on the intermediate and adjacent road
intersections toward the gateway.
Christian et al. (Jerbi et al. (2009)) proposed an intersection routing protocols called Greedy
Perimeter Coordinator Routing (GPCR) protocol. When the packet is delivered to the node
located at the intersection, GPCR selects the next street that has a node with the shortest route
to the destination. Every time the packet is delivered to the intersection, the gateway continues
forwarding to the selected path. If a local maximum problem occurred, then an alternative
route should be used based on the right-hand rule.
In (Jerbi et al. (2009)), Moez jerbi et al. proposed an improved greedy trafﬁc-aware routing
protocol (GyTAR), which is an intersection-based geographical routing protocol. It uses clus-
ters concept between adjacent intersection to forward the data packet, and it also considers
the distance to cluster center to select the cluster head. ChunChun et al. (Zhao et al. (2012))
proposed a Vehicle Density and Load Aware (VDLA) routing protocol for VANETs. VDLA
selects a series of intersection to construct the route to the destination. The selection is based
on the real-time vehicle density, the trafﬁc load of the corresponding road segment and the
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distance to the destination. VDLA outperforms GPCR in terms of average end-to-end delay
and PDR.
IRTIV (Oubbati et al. (2014)) is a position-based routing protocols that aims to ﬁnd the shortest
connected route to the destination in a city scenario, by taking into consideration the real-time
segment density, estimated in a completely distributed manner based on the periodic exchange
of Hello messages. IRTIV periodically calculates a real-time cost value by considering trafﬁc
density. As a result, IRTIV protocol improves the PDR and reduces the end-to-end delay
compared with AODV, and GyTAR.
VANETs are autonomous systems formed by connected vehicles without the need of any in-
frastructure. Routing in VANET is a signiﬁcant challenge due to the nature of fast topology
changes. The high mobility in VANET forces the vehicles to periodically exchanging control
overhead messages. Therefore, the excessive amount of control overhead messages yield to
consume high amount of available bandwidth resources.
Control overhead reduction techniques are an important and interesting subject in many recent
researches. The main objective of minimizing the control overhead messages is improving the
network efﬁciency by producing more bandwidth resources for data transmission.
The main solution to reduce the control overhead messages is to use the clustering technique,
the concept of clustering means to transform the big network into small grouped networks
called clusters. In each cluster, one of cluster members (CMs) should be elected to be re-
sponsible for all local cluster communication, and its called Cluster Head (CH). This process
will signiﬁcantly reduce the control overhead messages because it restricts the communication
between each CM and CH instead of exchanging the control overhead messages between all
the CMs in the cluster. Many researches proposed several algorithms of selecting the CH in
each cluster based on speciﬁc parameters, such as: vehicle ID, vehicle location, vehicle speed,
vehicle direction, and vehicle LT.
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In the cluster, CMs and CH should periodically exchange the control overhead messages, the
HELLO message is one of important control overhead messages used to deﬁne the vehicle
identity and location in VANET network. The number of control overhead messages in the
cluster is in proportion to the number of CMs. Many techniques are proposed in the literature
to reduce the number of HELLO messages as follows:
In (Lo et al. (2013)), the authors proposed a new clustering algorithm that takes into con-
sideration the vehicle position and speed for selecting the CH. The proposed algorithm is in-
tended to increase the clusters stability by reducing the number of CH changes, which yields
the reduction of the control overhead messages produced from frequently re-election process.
In (Lo et al. (2013)), the authors do not mention the impact for the size of CHADS mes-
sages, and they do not consider the impact of the HELLO messages in terms of its size and
its updating time period. In (Mohammad & Michele (2010)), the authors proposed a lane-
based clustering algorithm to improve the network stability by reducing the CH election times.
The proposed algorithm elects the CH based on the trafﬁc ﬂow of vehicles in the cluster. In
(Rawashdeh & Mahmud (2012)),the authors enhanced a new parameter to improve the CH
election. This parameter is the speed difference. By using this parameter, the cluster becomes
categorized based on different speeds.
The CBDRP (Song et al. (2010)) concentrates on the reduction of the routing overhead packet
from source to destination, without considering the control overhead messages produced by
the CMs in each cluster. Pedro et al. (Ruiz et al. (2010)) proposed a Beacon-less Routing
Algorithm for Vehicular Environment (BRAVE). The proposed protocol objective is to reduce
the control overhead messages in broadcast approaches. In BRAVE, the next forwarder vehicle
is reactively selected among those neighbors that have successfully received the messages.
The drawback of BRAVE protocol is that each vehicle participating in the routing protocol
still requires to exchange a beacon messages among them. In the simulation setting, BRAVE
sets the exchanging time of the beacon message to 2 seconds to keep monitoring the vehicles
location. BRAVE considered as reactive routing protocol. In general, reactive routing protocol
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reduce the control overhead messages compared to proactive routing protocol. However it still
suffers of high control overhead messages compared to CBR protocols.
Dan et al.(Lin et al. (2017)) proposed a MOving-ZOne-based (MoZo) architecture. MoZo
consist of multiple moving zones that group vehicles based on the movement similarity. The
selected CH is responsible for managing information about CMs as well as the forwarding
packets. The control overhead messages updating period for the CMs in Mozo architecture
varies between moving function of 5 m/s or 4 seconds.
This article proposes a novel Cluster-Base Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) protocol in a segment
topology, an Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol in a grid topology, and
Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA)in a clustered topology. The objectives of this
article are to increase the route stability and average throughput in a segment topology, reduce
end-to-end delay in a grid topology scenario, and reduce the control overhead messages in the
clusters. In the next three sections, we analyze the methodologies we followed to achieve our
objectives, respectively.
1.4 Cluster-Based Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) Protocol
In this section, we present the steps and algorithms to improve the routing stability in a bidi-
rectional segment scenario, as follows: First, the segment is divided into multiple stationary
clusters. Then, a new distributed CH election algorithm is proposed to select a CH based on
speciﬁc parameters. Finally, a new routing protocol is proposed to select the most suitable
candidate CH based on CH’s neighbors and destination location.
1.4.1 Cluster dividing
The segment is a bidirectional road, and each segment is divided into multiple clusters that
equal half of the transmission range of a standard vehicle(Song et al. (2010)). We assume
that all vehicles have a predeﬁned knowledge of cluster coordination and identiﬁcation. Each
vehicle must be assigned to one cluster at each unit of time based on its location, and with
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a unique ID for each vehicle and cluster. Figure 1.1 presents a segment with two clusters, it
also shows the cluster edges between the clusters. At any unit of time, if each vehicle enters
any cluster zone (enters the cluster edge lines between the clusters), then it becomes a member
of this cluster and must send A HELLO message to the CH of the cluster ( more details of
CH election and sending HELLO messages are explained in Section 1.4.2 and Section 1.6,
respectively).
Figure 1.1 Cluster dividing and CH election
1.4.2 Cluster Head (CH) election
Each vehicle that enters a predeﬁned stationary cluster zone should periodically calculate spe-
ciﬁc cost value, which is called Life-Time (LT). The LT of each vehicle depends on the current
velocity of the vehicle as well as the distance to the predeﬁned directional cluster edge (using
an Euclidean distance equation). The vehicle with the maximum LT is elected as a CH, then
it remains as the CH till it arrives at the directional threshold point; this means there are no
new election until the current CH arrives at the predetermined directional threshold point. The
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directional threshold point is deﬁned as a point distant from the directional edge of the cluster.
The distance that separates these two points is calculated by considering the CH velocity, and
the time it takes to proceed until the re-election process. The distance from the directional
threshold point to the directional edge of the cluster must be enough for a CH vehicle to han-
dover the CH function to another vehicle without losing the communication. This ensures that
any vehicle in each cluster can successfully complete the re-election process. For example, if
the handover time (re-election time and the time to forward the CH information to the new CH)
is equal to 0.2s, then, the threshold distance (Dth) is calculated dynamically based on the cur-
rent CH velocity. Equation 1.1 shows and illustrates the calculations of the threshold distance
in each speciﬁc cluster.
Dth(CID) =VCH(CID)×HOT (1.1)
Where:
Dth(CID) : Threshold Distance for speciﬁc cluster.
VCH(CID) : CH Velocity for speciﬁc cluster.
HOT : Hand-Over Time.
CID: Cluster IDentiﬁcation.
Example: For a CH speed of 50Km/h,Dth of cluster ID 1 equal Dth(1) = 50×1000m3600s ×0.2s= 2.7
meter.
Therefore, before 2.7 meters of the directional cluster edge, the Hand-Over process should be
invoked, and this value varies based on the current CH velocity. In Equation 1.2, the LT is
periodically calculated for each vehicle within each cluster, using the distance from the current
location of the vehicle to the directional edge of the cluster and the vehicle velocity.
LT (i) = dith/(Vi) (1.2)
Where:
LT (i): Life-Time of vehicle i.
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dith : Distance between vehicle i and directional edge of the cluster
Vi : Velocity of vehicle i.
In Figure 1.1, we present a simple process for electing the CH at speciﬁc time. In cluster 1,
vehicles A1 and B3 are moving in opposite directions and each has the maximum LT in its
direction, but the LT of vehicle A1 is greater than the LT of vehicle B3, therefore the vehicle
A1 is elected to be as CH for cluster 1. The same election process will proceed in cluster 2, and
also because the LT of the vehicle C1 is greater than the LT of the vehicle D1, then the vehicle
C1 is elected as CH in cluster 2. Each elected CH ( A1 and C2) keeps its status as CH until it
arrives to its corresponding threshold point (x and y’, respectively). When any CH arrives at
its corresponding threshold point, then a new election process should start.
In Algorithm 1.1, each vehicle enters any cluster becomes member of that cluster. In (lines 1
to 9), we classiﬁed the vehicles based on its location in real time. Then the LT is calculated
for all vehicles within their associated clusters at any given time. The LT is calculated based
on the time that each vehicle will remain in the cluster (as in lines 10 to 23), depending mainly
on the distance to the upcoming directional edge of the cluster, as well as the velocity. The
vehicle that has the maximum LT at a speciﬁc time will be selected as the CH and remains as
the CH till it arrives at the directional threshold point. At this time; a new election should be
invoked, and a new CH must be selected. The purpose of not updating the CHs all the time is
to reduce the control overhead messages produced from the re-election process, in other words,
to maximize the LT for the CH.
Figure 1.2 presents a ﬂowchart of CH election in each cluster. Each vehicle calculates the LT
that it requires to reach the directional edge of the cluster. In each cluster, there is a distributed
election algorithm that elects the vehicle that remains within its cluster the maximum LT time.
The elected CH should announce itself periodically (every τ second), by forwarding a CH
ADvertiSement (CHADS) message. At each time, if any vehicle enters a new cluster zone, its
default status is CM, then it should wait (τ second) to receive a CHADS message. If the vehicle
receives a CHADS message, then it keeps the status as CM, otherwise, the vehicle announces
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Algorithm 1.1 LT calculation and CH election in the segment
1 for t=anytime and t<=simulationtime do
2 for VID=1 to i<=Numberofveh do
3 for CID=1 to CID<=Numberofclus do
4 if location(VID)= Location(CID) then
5 Add VID to MCID; add VID to the members of this cluster(CID)
6 end
7 end
8 end
9 end
10 for t=anytime and t<=simulationtime do
11 for CID=1 to CID<=Numberofclus do
12 while VID ∈ CID and VID< MCID(CID) do
13 distance(i)=abs(dirclusedge(VID)-loc(VID));
14 LT (VID) = distance(VID)/velocity(VID)
15 end
16 CH=VID(index (max (LT)));
17 if location(CH)= threshold point(CH) then
18 update CH;
19 else
20 keep old CH
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 end
itself as the CH. The CH should periodically (every τ second) advertise its status until it reaches
its predetermined threshold point; then to avoid any communication interruption, the CH asks
for early re-election process by advertising a LEAVE message. At this time, the CM with
maximum LT will be elected as the new CH. If the CH arrives at the predeﬁned threshold point
and the cluster is empty of other CMs, then the CH keeps moving until it ﬁnds another CH
(more details of exchanging the control overhead messages are explained in Section 1.6).
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Figure 1.2 Flow chart of CH election
1.4.3 Routing procedure in the segment
The CBLTR protocol aims to propagate the packets within the segment through the selected
CHs. Each CH builds its routing table and stores in it the adjacent CH IDentiﬁcation (CHIDs)
and its associated locations. Figure 1.3 shows the contents of the CH routing table, which
contains the CH IDentiﬁcation (CHID), its location, its LT, and expiry time. The expiry time
is used to keep updating the routing table contents. When the local CH receives a packet, it
searches in its routing table for the candidate CHs that are located close to the destination re-
gardless of the CH’s direction, then it forwards the packet to the next CH that has the maximum
LT. If two candidate CHs with equal LT are available for forwarding the packets, then the CH
in the same direction and closest to the destination is selected. If there are no relaying CHs to
the destination, then as a recovery process the local CH follows a store-and-forward process;
it stores the packet in a speciﬁc buffer and keeps moving till it ﬁnds another relaying CH. Al-
gorithm 1.2 shows a pseudo code of the CBLTR protocol that presents the steps of propagating
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Routing Table
CHID Location LT Expiry time
Figure 1.3 CH Routing table
the packets within the segment. At any time of the simulation, if the vehicle receives a packet,
it ﬁrst checks its CH routing table, and then selects the CHs that are closest to the destination
in another table, called the candidate CH table (which has the same structure as the CH routing
table in Figure 1.3). The CH with maximum LT of the candidate CH table is selected as the
next forwarder vehicle. In case LT values are equal, then the one closest to the destination is
selected regardless of its direction. Finally, if the CH routing table is empty, then the current
CH follows a store-and-forward process. Figure 1.4 illustrates the process of calculating the
Algorithm 1.2 CBLTR protocol
1 for t=anytime and t<=simulationtime do
2 if Packet received by CH at time=t then
3 Check Routing table of the CH;
4 if Routing table NOT empty then
5 Store the closest CHs to destination in Candi CH table;
6 if Candi CH table has 2 or more CH with same maximum LT then
7 Next CH= CH that closest to the destination;
8 else
9 Next CH= CH with maximum LT
10 end
11 end
12 else
13 Store and Forward
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 end
throughput. The ﬁlled circle is the CHs and the unﬁlled circle is the CMs. The LT is calculated
for the CHs in each cluster, and only the candidate with maximum LT is selected as the CH
regardless of its direction. The throughput is the rate of successful data delivery over a com-
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munication channel. In Equation 1.2, each CH calculates the Transmit(T) time which is the
same as the LT for its associated cluster. Each cluster has two directional CHs that move in op-
posite directions. After calculating the LT time for each CH within each cluster, we select the
maximum LT in each cluster. Each CH remains as CH until it arrives to its predetermined cor-
responding threshold point. The throughput is then calculated by multiplying the transmission
rate (S) by the fraction of T that each CH will remain in its associated cluster.
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Figure 1.4 Average throughput calculation for a bidirectional segment
In Equation 1.3, we calculate the throughput for n clusters in a bidirectional segment.
Throughput = S1× max(T1,T
′
1)
max(T1,T ′1)+H
·S2× max(T2,T
′
2)
max(T2,T ′2)+H
· .... ·Sn× max(Tn,T
′
n)
max(Tn,T ′n)+H
(1.3)
Where:
n: Maximum number of clusters on the segment.
Si: The transmission rates for the cluster CH of cluster i.
T1,T ′1: The transmit time of CH in cluster i in two directions.
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H: The Hand-Over time.
In Equation 1.4, for simplicity, we assume that the Ts are the same for the entire segment. We
take the average of all Ts for the segment as follows:
Tavg =
∑nk=1Tk
n
(1.4)
By substitute Tavg in Equation 1.3, we calculate the average throughput as in Equation 1.5:
AverageThroughput = S1× TavgTavg+H ·S2×
Tavg
Tavg+H
· .... ·Sn× TavgTavg+H (1.5)
But
S2 = S1× TavgTavg+H ,S3 = S2×
Tavg
Tavg+H
(1.6)
In general,
Sn = Sn−1× TavgTavg+H , f or n≥ 2 (1.7)
By substitute Equation 1.7 in 1.5, we obtain
AverageThroughput = S1×
n
∏
i=1
(
Tavg
Tavg+H
)i (1.8)
Where:
Tavg: Average transmit time for the segment.
i: cluster sequence number.
n: Maximum number of of clusters in the segment.
H: Hand-Over time.
S1: data rate of the ﬁrst cluster in the segment.
In Equation 1.8, we calculate the average throughput for any segment size. In addition, it de-
termines the degree of stability for any segment. The segments with higher average throughput
indicates higher segment stability. In Section 1.7.1 we present more theoretical analysis of LT
in a cluster.
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1.5 Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol
IDVR is a new Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing protocol. There are two main contribu-
tions of this protocol. First, we use the CHs in relaying the packets from the source to the desti-
nation; then the CHs are selected based on maximum LT. By relaying the packets via CHs, we
increase the segment stability and reduce the probability of link failure (Abuashour & Kadoch
(2016)). Second, we propose an Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol,
which computes the optimal route to the destination taking into account the real-time trafﬁc
from source to destination, and the current source and destination intersection location. The
IDVR algorithm works in real-time and recursively operates at each intersection until it arrives
at the ﬁnal destination. Our objectives are to increase the route stability and average through-
put, and to reduce end-to-end delay in a grid topology scenario. In the next subsections, we
analyze the methodology we followed to achieve our objectives.
1.5.1 Software Deﬁned Network (SDN)
A Software Deﬁned Network is used to provide ﬂexibility to networks and to introduce new
features and services to VANETs. Ian Ku et al. (Ku et al. (2014)) evaluate the performance
of SDN-based VANET architecture with other traditional MANET/VANET routing protocols,
including GPSR, OLSR, AODV, and DSDV. The results show that the PDR is much higher
when adopting SDN in VANET environments.
We use SDN to deﬁne the candidate routes between two intersections; SDN requires creating a
table that includes segment IDs, as well as average throughput (as calculated based on Equation
1.8), and this information must be updated periodically. Figure 1.5 shows the contents of the
SDN table. The design of full SDN architecture is beyond the scope of this article. The SDN
provides upon request the candidate routes between the source intersection and the destination
intersection (the intersection closest to the destination location) using the Dijkstra algorithm.
Each candidate route consists of a series of intersections and the corresponding weight.
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SDN table parameters
Segment ID Average throughput Expiry time
Figure 1.5 SDN parameters
1.5.2 Intersection Cluster Head (ICH)
When any vehicle enters the intersection cluster zone, it wait for τ second. If it receives any
CHADS message, then it announce itself as CM and sends a HELLO message to the ICH,
otherwise it announce itself as ICH. In Figure 1.6, there are 4 vehicles want to enter the cluster
intersection zone. The ﬁrst vehicle that enters the intersection zone will announce itself as ICH,
and any vehicle enters after that will announce itself as CM. The ICH Keeps its status as ICH
and periodically forward CHADS message until it arrives to its corresponding threshold point.
At the moment when the ICH arrives at the threshold point a new election process should be
invoked. At this time, the new ICH will be elected among the CMs that are located within the
cluster intersection zone and has the maximum LT.
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Figure 1.6 ICH election
In Algorithm 1.3, we show how the vehicles join the intersection cluster coordination within
the simulation time. Furthermore, we explain how to select the Intersection CH (ICH). First,
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the vehicle with maximum LT is elected as the ICH and maintains its status until it reaches
a predeﬁned threshold point. When it arrives at the threshold point, a new ICH should be
elected and all data should propagate to the new elected ICH. The packets are propagated via
pre-selected CHs in each segment; as they arrive at the intersection, the packets are propagated
via ICH.
Algorithm 1.3 ICH election in the intersection
1 for t=anytime and t<=simulationtime do
2 for VID=1 to i<=Numberofveh do
3 for ICID=1 to ICID<=Numberoﬁnter do
4 if location(VID)= Location(ICID) then
5 Add VID to MICID; add VID to the members of this cluster(ICID)
6 end
7 end
8 end
9 end
10 for t=anytime and t<=simulationtime do
11 for ICID=1 to CID<=Numoﬁnter do
12 while VID ∈ CID and VID< MCID(CID) do
13 distance(i)=abs(dirclusedge(VID)-loc(VID));
14 LT(VID) = distance(VID)/velocity(VID)
15 end
16 ICH=VID(index (max (LT)));
17 if location(ICH)= threshold point(ICH) then
18 update ICH;
19 else
20 keep old ICH
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 end
1.5.3 An Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) Protocol
When the packets arrive at the intersection cluster, the ICH determines the real-time optimal
route that the packet is supposed to follow to reach the desired destination, taking into account
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the maximum of the minimum average throughput for all candidate routes (more details in
Section 1.7.2). The SDN provides the candidate routes between the current intersection and
the destination intersection. In Figure 1.7, each candidate route has unique identiﬁcation (RID),
which consists of a series of intersections and the corresponding weight. The weight for each
route is calculated by computing the average throughput (as in Equation 1.8) for each segment,
and then selecting the minimum value. When there are no vehicles at the intersection cluster
zone, the current CH follows the rule of store-and-forward, by storing the packets inside the
CH buffer and continuing to move until it reaches another CH within its transmission range
and closer to the destination intersection than itself.
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Figure 1.7 Set of candidate route
Algorithm 1.4 explains in pseudo code the IDVR protocol. In IDVR, each forwarder node
(source node) obtains all possible routes to the desired destination and store them in speciﬁc
buffer (routeset), as in line 2. Then it calculates the minimum number of intersections from
itself to the desired destination and stores it in another buffer (minseg), as in line 3. To limit
the routing search, ﬁrst, we deﬁne a constraint to search only for routes located between a
predeﬁned minimum number of intersection (minseg) and a predeﬁned maximum number of
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intersection (maxseg). The routes that pass successfully this constraint is stored in (cons1valid)
buffer, as in line (5-10). Second, we check the routes validity in (cons1valid) buffer; all the
segments for each route in (cons1valid) should be greater than a predeﬁned speciﬁc threshold
value. We assigned a binary value of one for each segment that has a throughput value that is
greater than a predeﬁned speciﬁc threshold value, and a binary value of zero for each segment
that does not have a greater value than a predeﬁned speciﬁc threshold value, as in lines (11-
17). Finally, we multiply the binaries value for each route in (cons1valid). The routes that
passed the previous two constraints will be stored in (cons2valid) buffer, as in line (18-22).
To calculate the weight for each route, we calculate the average throughput for each segment
within the route, then select the minimum average throughput value as the weight for the route.
The route weight is stored in (validrouteset) buffer, as in line (23-31). The optimal route is the
route that has the maximum route weight among (validrouteset), as in lines 32 and 33.
Each route consists of a series of segments. Let us consider that we have n routes, as follows:
SCSR= (R1,R2, ......,Rn) (1.9)
Where:
SCSR: Set of Candidate Shortest Route.
Rn: Weight for route n.
n: Maximum number of routes.
To calculate the average throughput for each route, we should calculate the average through-
put for each segment within the route, and then select the minimum average throughput (see
Equation 1.10). Finally, a maximum of the minimum average throughput for SCSRs will be
selected as the next segment of the selected route (as in Equation 1.11).
AVGRID = min(AvgS(1),AvgS(2), ....,AvgS(x)) (1.10)
optroute= max(AVGR1,AVGR2, ....,AVGRn) (1.11)
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Algorithm 1.4 IDVR Algorithm
1 for t=anytime and t<=simulationtime do
2 routeset=shortestroute(S,D);
3 minseg=min(shortestroute(S,D));
4 maxseg=minsegement+2;
5 for i=1 to maxsizeof(route set) do
6 if minseg<numseg(routeset(i))<maxseg then
7 cons1valid=routeset(i);
8 numofsegcons1valid=sizeof(cons1valid)
9 end
10 end
11 for j=1 to numofsegcons1valid do
12 if cons1valid(j)>threshold then
13 cons1valid(j)=1;
14 else
15 cons1valid(j)=0
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 for y=1 to sizeof(cons1valid) do
20 if multiplication(cons1valid)=1 then
21 cons2valid(y)=cons1valid(y)
22 end
23 end
24 for i=1 to maxsizeof(cons2valid) do
25 validrouteID=cons2valid(i);
26 for j=1 to sizeof(validrouteID) do
27 weight(j)=avgthr(validrouteID(j))
28 end
29 RouteIDweight(i)= Minimum(weight) ;
30 routeID(i)=validrouteID
31 end
32 validrouteset=(routeID, RouteIDweight);
33 selectedroute=maximum(validrouteset);
34 return routeID(selectedroute)
35 end
Where:
RID: Route ID.
AVGRID: Average throughput of the route RID.
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AvgS(x): Average throughput of segment x in the RID.
x: Total number of segment in the route RID.
n: Total number of valid routes.
optroute: Optimal route.
1.6 Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA)
In VANET, the CBR protocols do not require every vehicle to know the entire topology in-
formation. Only the selected CH vehicles require to know the topology information and other
CMs only require to periodically exchange their information with the CH. HELLO message is
one kind of the control overhead messages that we discussing in this article. Any CM should
inform the CH about its identity by sending a HELLO message, in addition it could combine
other parameters such as current location, direction, velocity, and LT. The increasing size of
HELLO messages is an important issue that degrade the performance of any mobile and limited
networks resources . Furthermore, the frequently exchanging of HELLO message negatively
impact the network performance.
Therefore, in this section we ﬁrst propose a new algorithm called Control Overhead Reduction
Algorithm (CORA), that aims to reduce the number of control overhead messages in a clustered
topology. We then present a new design for HELLO message, by minimizing the number of
parameters in HELLO message. CORA is based on the assumption that each vehicle in the
VANET environment knows its current location and cluster ID by using a digital map and
Global Positioning System (GPS). In the following section, we describe how CORA algorithm
is able to minimize the HELLO messages between the CMs and the CH.
1.6.1 Exchanging of control messages
In general, each vehicle must be deﬁned as CM or CH at any time. Algorithm 1.5 explains in
pseudo code the CORA algorithm, initially, each vehicle enters any cluster coordination zone
sets its status as CM by default. Then it should wait for τ second (lines 2 and 3), if it does
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not receive CHADS message, then it changes its status to CH and starts periodically (every τ
second) to forward CHADS message (lines 9 and 10). If the CM receives the CHADS message
then it stays as CM and replies with only one HELLO message. The replied message consists
of the CM Identiﬁcation and the remaining LT required to leave the cluster zone (lines 4 to 7).
The remaining LT is varied among vehicle due to the velocity variation. The CHADS message
consists of CH Identiﬁcation and the remaining LT. The objective of periodically exchanging
CHADS message is to inform new CMs arrival that an active CH exists. When the CH receives
all replies from the CMs within its associated LT, the CH is capable to calculate the Candidate
CH (CCH) before leaving the cluster. Therefore, the CMs do not require to periodically update
their information with the CH. In other word, the HELLO messages produced by the CMs are
proportional to the number of CH changes instead of speciﬁc period of time. This ﬁnally yields
to signiﬁcantly minimizing the control overhead messages in each cluster.
Algorithm 1.5 CORA protocol
1 for t=anytime and t<=simulationtime do
2 if any vehicle enters the cluster Zone then
3 vehicle staus = CM and wait τ sec;
4 if CM receives CH ads message then
5 vehicle staus = CM;
6 reply to CH by one message;
7 Containes <CMID, CMLT>;
8 else
9 vehicle staus = CH;
10 every τ sec send CH ads
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 end
To calculate the number of CHADS message within the simulation time, we ﬁrst divide the
elected CH remaining LT time by the period of exchanging time τ (τ is a constant value). The
results give us the number of CHADS message for one CH, as in Equation 1.12. Then to get the
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overall CHADS messages, we calculate the summation for all elected CHs in the same cluster
within the simulation time, as in Equation 1.13.
AdsCHi jk =
CHLTi jk
τ
(1.12)
Where:
AdsCHi jk : The total number of CHADS messages produced from CH with ID i in cluster j in
segment ID k.
CHLTi jk : The remaining LT for CH with ID i in cluster ID j in segment ID k.
τ : The periodic exchanging time for CHADS message.
TotalAdsclus jk =
x
∑
i=1
AdsCHi jk,
where 0 < TotalAdsclus jk < simulationtime
(1.13)
Where:
TotalAdsclus jk : The number of CHADS message produced from CHs in cluster ID j in seg-
ment ID k.
x : The maximum number of elected CH within the simulation time for cluster j.
To calculate the total CHADS messages generated in a segment, we do the summation of the
number of CHADS messages for each cluster, as follow:
TotalCHAdsk =
y
∑
j=1
TotalAdsclus jk
=
y
∑
j=1
x
∑
i=1
CHLTi jk
τ
(1.14)
Where:
TotalCHAdsk : The number of CHADS message produced from CHs in segment ID k.
CHLTi jk: The remaining LT for CH with ID i and Cluster ID j in segment ID k.
y : The maximum number of of clusters within the segment.
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Since τ is constant value, then the number of CHADS messages produced by the CH are
proportional to the CH LT value in each cluster.
In Figure 1.8, the CH forwards CHADS messages every τ seconds to all of its CMs until its LT
expires. Each selected CH should periodically forward an CHADS messages to announce itself
in the cluster zone. The vehicles A,B,C, and D are CMs that receive CHADS messages from the
vehicle CH while its LT time does not expire. On the other side, when any vehicle enters the
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Figure 1.8 CHADS message periodically (every τ seconds)
cluster zone, then its default status is CM. It should exchange the HELLO message with the CH.
In this article the main contribution is to minimize the number of CM HELLO (CMHELLO)
messages by taking into consideration CHLT. When any vehicle enters the cluster zone, it sends
a CMHELLO message to the CH (if it receives the CHADS after τ second), there are then two
scenarios: First, if the CM Life Time (CMLT) is greater than CHLT, the number of HELLO
message equals to the number of CH changes within the CMLT plus two (the mandatory two
HELLO messages when the CM enters the cluster and before leaves the cluster), else the CM
will generate the CMHELLO message only two times, when it enters the cluster and before
it leaves the cluster, and this is because CMLT is shorter than CHLT. Figure 1.9 explains a
scenarios of exchanging the CMHELLO message; ﬁrst, when vehicles enters the cluster zone
(as vehicle B), then it should send CMHELLO message; and when the vehicles leave the cluster
zone, it sends another CMHELLO message (as vehicle C). While the vehicles (vehicle A and
D) already in the cluster zone and within the CHLT do not require to send any HELLO message.
Figure 1.10 explains another scenario when the CH (Old CH) arrives to the threshold point
40
(the point that the current CH should select another CH), the CH sends an CHADS message
informing the CMs of the new CH. At this time all the CMs (vehicle A and D) should send the
CMHELLO message to the new CH.
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Figure 1.9 CMHELLO message when enters and leaves the cluster
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Figure 1.10 CMHELLO message when new CH selected
The following Equation describes mathematically the two scenarios in Figure 1.9 and 1.10:
NumCMi jk =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
numCHi jk+2, if CMLTi jk >CHLTjk
2, if CMLTi jk ≤CHLTjk
(1.15)
Where:
NumCMi jk: The number of HELLO message produced by CM with ID i in cluster ID j in
segment ID k.
numCHi jk: The number of CH changes within CMLTi jk.
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CMLTi jk: The remaining LT for CM with ID i in cluster ID j in segment ID k.
CHLTjk: The remaining LT for current CH with in cluster ID j in segment ID k.
Algorithm 1.6 explains how to calculate the overall CMHELLO messages in each cluster.
Algorithm 1.6 Total number of CMHELLO messages
Input : total of CM ads = 0
1 for i=1 to Max number of CMs do
2 if CMLTi >CHLT then
3 total of CM ads =2 + Num of CH changes Within CMLTi else
4 total of CM ads =2 + total of CM ads
5 end
6 end
7 end
Output: return total of CM ads
We can mathematically formulate the total of CMHELLO messages for speciﬁc cluster as the
following Equation:
TotalHELLOk =
y
∑
j=1
NumCMi jk (1.16)
Where:
TotalHELLOk : Total number of CMHELLO messages produced from CMs in cluster k.
y : Total number of CM in the cluster ID k.
Also, we can mathematically formulate the total of CMHELLO messages for a speciﬁc seg-
ment as the following Equation:
TotalCMHELLOm =
p
∑
j=1
TotalHELLOj (1.17)
Where:
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TotalCMHELLOm : The total number of HELLO message produced from CMs in segment ID
m.
p : Total number of clusters in the segment ID m.
Finally, the total control overhead messages within the simulation time equal the summation of
CMHELLO messages produced from the CMs and the periodical broadcasting of the CHADS
messages produced by the CHs. As the following Equation:
TotalAdsmesagek = TotalCMHELLOk+TotalCHAdsk (1.18)
1.6.2 Designing of control overhead messages
In this section, we propose a new design for CHADS messages and CMHELLO messages.
In the literature, many researchers assume different sizes of control overhead message. Mo-
hammad et al. (Hadded et al. (2015)) assume that the messages generated by the CH contains
highway ID, CH ID, direction, speciﬁc weight value. In contrast, the CMHELLO messages are
periodically broadcasted and contains CMID, highway ID, direction, position, and speed. Dan
et al. (Lin et al. (2017)) propose a new CBR protocol that groups the vehicle moving in the
same direction in one cluster. The CMs sends periodically a CMHELLO message that contains
vehicle ID, location, speed, and the direction of next intersection. Based on this information,
an Algorithm is proposed to select the CH.
In Figure 1.11 and 1.12, we present the contents of CMHELLO and CHADS messages, respec-
tively. The CMHELLO message consists of CMID and current CMLT (the time that the current
CM requires till arrive at the threshold point), and the CHADS message consists of CHID, and
current CHLT. An important point we have to mention is that the CH broadcasts the CHADS
messages periodically (every τ second). While the CMHELLO messages are forwarded to the
CH in three cases: First, when the CM enters the cluster zone. Second, when the CM leave
the cluster zone. Third, when a new CH announces itself. Therefore, in the ﬁrst contribution
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we minimize these messages to two parameter (vehicle ID, and vehicle LT) instead of many
parameters mentioned in the literature, such as, location, speed, and direction. In the second
contribution we optimize the number of CMHELLO messages to be forwarded only in three
cases(when entering and leaving the cluster, and when CH changes), instead on exchanging in
terms of time period.
CMHELLO message
CMID Current CMLT
Figure 1.11 CMHELLO message
CHADS message
CHID Current CHLT
Figure 1.12 CHADS message
1.7 Mathematical Model
In this section, we present the theoretical analysis of LT in a cluster and the grid topology
mathematical model design, as follow:
1.7.1 Theoretical analysis of LT in a cluster
In this section, we explain the theoretical analysis of the LT cost value that is used in CH elec-
tion.
par Each vehicle within its corresponding cluster periodically calculates the LT value. There-
fore, let us assume a vehicle with ID 1 has a LT value equal to LT1; LT1 is the LT that the vehicle
with ID 1 stays active until it reaches its corresponding threshold point (th). The LT value de-
pends mainly on the speed and the vehicle location. If the location of vehicle ID 1 on the cluster
is l1, then the absolute distance between the vehicle and the the corresponding threshold point
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is denoted by Dl1,th. Dl1,th is a random variable that takes values within [0,dmax],where dmax is
the maximum distance to the directional cluster edge. The maximum LT is calculated based on
the maximum distance to the directional cluster edge and the minimum allowed speed on that
cluster.
At the segment, the vehicles are moving only in two directions with one dimension (X or Y
axis). Let us assume that the segment is divided into ﬁxed size clusters (as in Figure 1.4).
For simplicity, we assume that the shape of the cluster is rectangular with a length of dmax,
and that the velocity of the vehicles follows a uniform distribution. Therefore, the probability
density function (pdf) and the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the velocity (v) are
determined as in the following equations respectively:
p(v) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 ,if v<Minv
1
Maxv−Minv ,if Minv ≤ v≤Maxv
0 ,if v>Maxv
(1.19)
P(v) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 ,if v<Minv
v−Minv
Maxv−Minv ,if Minv ≤ v<Maxv
1 ,if v≥Maxv
(1.20)
Where: Minv: Minimum allowed velocity in the cluster.
Maxv: Maximum allowed velocity in the cluster.
In order to transfer pv in terms of time (t) in seconds, then we should multiply pv by dmax/t2,
as in the following equation:
p(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 ,if t < dmaxMaxv
dmax
(Maxv−Minv)t2 ,if
dmax
Maxv
≤ t ≤ dmaxMinv
0 ,if t > dmaxMinv
(1.21)
By assuming that each vehicle is equipped with GPS, then each vehicle is capable of deter-
mining the distance between its location and its corresponding threshold point. Then the LTi
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equals the distance between vehicle i and the directional threshold of the cluster divided by the
velocity of vehicle i ( as in Equation 1.22). The Valid LT (VT) for any vehicle can be denoted
as follows:
VTi =
dmax−dith
Vi
(1.22)
To obtain the probability value of the VTi, we integrate the pdf of Equation 1.11 from −∞ to
VTi as follows:
P(VTi) =
∫ VTi
−∞
p(t)dVT =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 ,VTi < dmaxMaxv
dmax
(Maxv−Minv)(
Maxv
dmax
− 1VTi ) ,
dmax
Maxv
≤VTi ≤ dmaxMinv
1 ,VTi > dmaxMinv
(1.23)
The segment VT value is determined by multiplying the cluster VT from the ﬁrst cluster ad-
jacent to the intersection at the beginning of the segment to the last cluster adjacent to the
intersection at the end of the segment. Therefore, the probability value of the Valid LT(VT) for
the segment equals the multiplication of the CDF for all the clusters in the segment, as follows:
Pseg(VT ) = P1(VT1)×P2(VT2)....×Pn(VTn),
whereVTn ∈ [ dmaxMaxv ,
dmax
Minv
]
(1.24)
Where:
Pseg(VT ): Probability that the segment has Valid LT.
VTn: Valid LT of vehicle n.
Pn(VTn):Probability that cluster n has valid LT n (VTn).
In Table 1.1, we present the numerical results for the probability of segment LT validity in terms
of velocities and the size of clusters. Based in Equation 1.24, we calculate the probability that
the segment has valid LT, when the segment is divided into different cluster sizes, different
segment sizes ( size of one,two,three, and four clusters), and different ranges of velocity.
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Table 1.1 The probability of segment LT validity
Range of velocity
(Km/h)
Cluster Size=250m Cluster Size=500m
1 clus 2 clus 3 clus 4 cluss 1 clus 2 clus 3 clus 4 clus
(10-30) 0.6731 0.4531 0.305 0.2053 0.6746 0.4551 0.3070 0.2071
(30-50) 0.5421 0.2939 0.1593 0.0864 0.5634 0.3174 0.1788 0.1008
(50-70) 0.5327 0.2838 0.1512 0.0805 0.5381 0.2896 0.1558 0.0838
(70-90) 0.3864 0.1493 0.0577 0.0223 0.4767 0.2272 0.1083 0.0516
1.7.2 The design of grid topology
In this section we design a grid topology that consists of a series of segments and intersections.
In Figure 1.13, each segment and each intersection has a unique identiﬁcation. Let us assume
that the grid dimensions are n horizontal intersections and m vertical intersections; thereby, we
have n×m intersections and (n−1)× (m−1) segments.
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Figure 1.13 Grid topology
The Intersections Set (IS) contains all intersection IDs in the topology, as follows:
IS = [1,2,3....,((n×m)−1),(n×m)] (1.25)
Where:
n×m:Maximum number of intersections in the grid topology.
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The Segments Set (SS) is deﬁned by a new set that contains all segments in the grid topology,
as follows:
SS = [S1,S2, .........,Smax] (1.26)
Where:
Si: Segment ID i
max: Maximum number of segments, which equal m× (n−1)+n× (m−1).
The SDN deﬁnes all candidate routes from the Source Intersection (SI) to the Destination
Intersection (DI). We deﬁne two constraints for route validity, as follows:
a. The Number of Segments for each Candidate Route (NSCR) should be varied between the
minimum number of segments between SI and DI and the maximum number of segments.
NSCR falls within the following range:
NSCR= [minsegments,maxsegments] (1.27)
Where:
minsegment: Minimum number of segments in the shortest route between SI and DI.
maxsegment: Maximum number of Segments between SI and DI.
b. To ﬁnd the route validity for each segment in the SS, we deﬁne a binary variable that ﬁnds
the route connectivity of each segment within its corresponding route. In Equation 1.28,
Ci is the connectivity status of segment i.
Ci =
⎧⎨
⎩
1 i f avgthr(i)>= Thresholdvalue
0 otherwise
(1.28)
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When all the segments are deﬁned as valid within the route, the route is valid. In Equation
1.29, if the product of Ci is equal to 1, then this route is valid.
MNSCR
∏
i=1
Ci = 1 (1.29)
Where:
MNSCR: Maximum Number of Segments for the Candidate Route.
In Equation 1.30, each candidate route calculates the average throughput value which equals
the minimum average throughput of the segment within the route.
MinAvgSet =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Avgeragethroughput(P1)
Avgeragethroughput(P2)
Avgeragethroughput(Pz−1)
Avgeragethroughput(Pz))
(1.30)
Where:
z: maximum number of valid candidate route.
The optimal route based on our Algorithm is the maximum of the MinAvgSet, as in Equation
31:
Optimalroute= max(MinAvgSet) (1.31)
At each intersection, the ICH forwards the packets to the ﬁrst segment of the optimal route.
At each intersection, the ICH dynamically recalculates the optimal route to the desired desti-
nation. Therefore, the throughput for the route to the desired destination is the product of the
throughput for the ﬁrst segment in the optimal route. Remember here that the optimal route is
determined at each intersection in real-time. In Equation 1.32, the throughput in a grid topol-
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ogy is calculated by multiplying the average throughput ( calculated in Equation 1.8) of the ﬁrst
segment in the current optimal route by the throughput of the ﬁrst segment of the next optimal
route at the next intersection, and so on, until arriving at the desired destination, as follows:
GThr = AvgThr1×AvgThr2× ...×AvgThrtn (1.32)
Where:
GThr: the throughput for the route in a grid topology.
AvgThrn: average throughput of ﬁrst segment in the optimal route number n.
An end-to-end (E2Edelay) delay in a grid topology is the time that the packet takes to arrive
at the destination, which is the commutative delay for the ﬁrst segment of the optimal route at
each intersection. In Equation 1.33, we calculate the E2Edelay for any two vehicles in a grid
topology.
E2Edelay= delay1+delay2+ ...+delayn (1.33)
Where: E2Edelay: end-to-end delay between any vehicles in a grid topology.
delayn: end-to-end delay between two adjacent intersections of ﬁrst segment in the optimal
route number n.
1.8 Simulation and analysis
By using the SUMO version 0.28.0 trafﬁc generator and Matlab version R2016b, we evaluate
the performance of our proposed protocols in different scenarios and in terms of different
performance metrics, as follows:
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1.8.0.1 Evaluating the CBLTR protocol
To evaluate the proposed CBLTR protocol, we implemented a bidirectional segment of 1000
meter long and 20 meter wide. The segment is divided into ﬁxed sizes of clusters of 250 me-
ter length. We initially distributed 40 vehicles on the segment using uniform distribution, and
we gave each vehicle a constant velocity randomly selected from predeﬁned velocity ranges,
as follows: 10-30km/h, 30-50km/h, and 50-70km/h. In Figure 1.14, we present the simula-
tion results of CBLTR, CBDRP, AODV-CV, and CBVANET protocols, respectively, in terms
of average throughput and speed range. We calculate the average throughput for the segment
based on Equation 1.8, assuming that the transmission rate is 2 Mbps. The simulation time is
90 seconds, and we calculate the average throughput periodically (every 5 seconds). The re-
sults show that the CBLTR protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms CBDRP, AODV, and CBVANET
protocols in terms of throughput and link stability. CBVANET also improves the throughput
compared with CBDRP and AODV-CV; however the link is not stable, since this protocol de-
pends only on minimum velocity to elect the CH regardless of its location, thus increasing the
number of CH re-election processes as well as reducing the CHLT. In addition, the CBLTR
protocol maintains higher communication stability by increasing the velocity range compared
to CBDRP, AODV-CV, and CBVANET protocols.
We compare the CBLTR protocol with CBVANET and CBDRP protocols. CBVANET selects
the CH based on minimum node velocity, regardless of the distance to the directional cluster
edge; and CBDRP selects the CHs based on the distance to the cluster center. The CBLTR
protocol shows a signiﬁcant improvement in average throughput compared to the CBDRP
protocol. Note that CBDRP selects the CH based on location without considering mobility
parameters. However, CBVANET improves the average throughput compared to CBDRP. But
our proposed protocol CBLTR outperforms CBVANET in terms of average throughput and
stability.
Based on Equation 1.8, we calculate the analytical solution for the optimal throughput that we
can gain from the segment. Figure 1.15 shows the analytical solution of average throughput in
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Figure 1.14 Average throughput calculation for bidirectional segment,
Figure (a) represents our proposed protocol CBLTR protocol,
Figure (b) represents CBDRP protocol,
Figure (c) represents AODV-CV protocol,
Figure (d) represents CBVANET protocol
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terms of transmit time. We ran the simulation for 200 seconds. In addition we assumed speed
range(10-60)km/h, and distributed 80 vehicles within the segment using poisson distribution
with arrival rate 1 vehicle per second. The results start to monitor when all vehicles enter the
segment. The ﬁgure clearly proves that our proposed protocol outperforms others protocols in
terms of average throughput. In addition, the CBLTR protocol is closer to the optimal solution.
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Figure 1.15 Comparison between optimal throughput with simulation results
Cluster stability can be deﬁned through different mechanisms, but the main mechanisms are
CH duration and the number of CH changes. CH duration is the period of time that the CH
maintaines its status as CH; maximizing CH duration is useful to improve cluster stability,
as well as minimizing the control overhead messages that yields from frequent re-election
processes. The number of CH changes is the number of vehicles that change its status from
CH to CM within a period of time. The analysis shows that frequently changing CH minimizes
network stability (Ucar et al. (2013)). In contrast, the CBLTR protocol elects the CH in each
cluster based on periodical calculation of the LT. The selected vehicle maintains and advertises
its status as CH until it arrives at the predeﬁned threshold point. In Figures 1.16 and 1.17,
we ran the simulation for 500 seconds; then we calculated the average CH duration and the
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average number of CH re-election by comparing the CBLTR election algorithm with other
CH election algorithms mentioned in the literature. We evaluate the performance in terms of
average CH duration and average number of CH re-election processes. The results show that
the CBLTR protocol outperforms other election algorithms in terms of average CH duration
and the average number of CH changes.
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Figure 1.16 Average Cluster Head Duration vs speed
1.8.0.2 Evaluating the IDVR protocol
To evaluate the IDVR protocol, we assess the performance of the IDVR algorithm in terms of
end-to-end delay and throughput for a grid topology. We compare our results with three other
intersection routing protocols. The grid topology characteristic and our simulation parameters
are presented in Table 1.2. The simulation scenario uses a grid topology of 4000m× 4000m
area that consists of 25 intersections and 40 bidirectional segments. We used SUMO to gen-
erate mobility for 500 to 1000 vehicles randomly distributed by the simulation time, and the
velocities are uniformally distributed to the vehicle within a range of 10 km/h to 60km/h. The
type of routing protocol used in the segment is the CBLTR protocol (Abuashour & Kadoch
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Figure 1.17 Average number of CH changes vs speed
Table 1.2 Simulation parameters for IDVR protocol
Parameter Value
Simulation time 1000 second
Topology type Grid topology
Number of intersection 25
Number of segments 40
Communication range 250
Vehicle range speed (10−60)kmph
Packet size 512byte
Data sending rate 2 Mbps
Number of clusters per segment 4
Threshold value 1 Mbps
Maximum number of segments of
valid route
Minimum number of segments in a valid
route + 2
Type of communication in the seg-
ments
CBLTR (Abuashour & Kadoch (2016))
(2016)). CBLTR outperforms other routing protocols in terms of average throughput, by tak-
ing into account the maximum LT for selecting CH and the next forwarded nodes.
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At the intersection, the IDVR protocol selects the next street based on the stability for the
route between the source and destination. IDVR uses the CBLTR protocol to propagate the
packet within the segment. In addition, it takes into account the route validity, so that all the
segments within the selected route are connected and stable at each intersection. IDVR is a real-
time dynamic protocol; each time the packet reaches the intersection, ICH recursively applies
IDVR protocol between the current intersection and the desired destination intersection. In the
literature, many researchers are investigating intersection routing protocols, such as VDLA,
IRTIV, and GPCR. VDLA adopts sequential selection of intersections to construct the routes;
the selection is based on real-time trafﬁc density, the trafﬁc load of the corresponding road
segment, and the distance to the destination. IRTIV aims to ﬁnd the shortest connected route to
the destination in a city scenario, by taking into account the real-time segment density estimated
by a completely distributed approach based on the periodic exchange of Hello messages. GPCR
selects the next street that has a node with the shortest route to the destination.
In Figures 1.18 and 1.19, we compare the IDVR protocol, VDLA, IRTIV, and GPCR in terms
of throughput and end-to-end delay based on Equations 1.32 and 1.33, respectively. As in our
simulation results, we prove that the IDVR protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms VDLA, IRTIV,
and GPCR in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput.
1.8.0.3 Evaluating the CORA algorithm
To evaluate the performance of CORA protocol, we implemented a bidirectional highway sce-
nario with length 10000 meters, then we divided the highway to ﬁxed sizes of clusters of length
250 meter each. In Table 1.3, we present the simulation parameter we used. The vehicles en-
ters the highway scenario in ﬁxed rate which equals 1 vehicle/sec. The simulation starts to
gather the results after all vehicle enter the Highway scenario. We calculate the number of
CMHELLO messages in each cluster, to be more fair in our comparison we assumed that the
vehicles use the same architecture of HELLO message, since in general we want to validate the
CORA algorithm in terms of reducing the number of CMHELLO messages. In Figure 1.20, we
compare our results with three other protocols mentioned in the literature; CBDRP, BRAVE,
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Figure 1.18 End-to-end delay comparison in a grid topology
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Figure 1.19 Throughput comparison in a grid topology
and MoZo protocols. In CBDRP protocol, the CMs in each cluster are updated very quickly,
and this yields to produce many HELLO messages. In BRAVE protocol, the HELLO interval
is 2 second. In MoZo protocol, the authors assume that the vehicles need to send HELLO
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Table 1.3 Simulation parameters of CORA algorithm
Parameter Value
Simulation time 500 second
Topology type Highway scenario
Number of cluster 40
Number of vehicles in each direc-
tion
100
Vehicles arrival rate 1 vehicle/sec
Communication range 250
Vehicle range speed (10−60)kmph
CH protocol used CBLTR (Abuashour & Kadoch (2016))
updates messages when they deviate from their deﬁned original moving function more than 5
m/s or the time from the last update which equals to 4 seconds.
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Figure 1.20 Number of HELLO message in highway scenario
CORA outperforms all previous protocols in terms of the number of CMHELLO message.
CORA protocol minimizes the CMHELLO message by avoiding periodically exchanging of
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HELLO messages. CORA propagate the CMHELLO messages in three scenarios which are:
when the CM enters the cluster zone, second; when the CM leave the cluster zone, and when
new CH announces itself. In general, CORA calculate the optimal number of CMHELLO
messages in each cluster.
1.9 Conclusion
This article proposed three algorithms that improve the performance of CBR protocols in any
VANET environment. First; a novel Cluster-Base Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) protocol in
a segment topology is introduced. The CHs are elected based on maximum LT, and the re-
election process is required only when the CHs reach their corresponding threshold point.
Based on the simulation results, CBLTR protocol shows a signiﬁcant improvement in terms of
average throughput. The enhancement in CBLTR protocol is a new mechanism to select new
CHs. The selected CHs have longer LT span making the protocol more stable.
Second; an Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol in a grid topology is pro-
posed. Each time the packet reaches the intersection, ICH recursively applies the IDVR proto-
col between the current intersection and the desired destination intersection, taking into account
the stability of the connected route. The IDVR protocol selects the optimal route based on its
current location, destination location, and a maximum of the minimum average throughput for
SCSRs. IDVR increases the overall network efﬁciency, by increasing the route throughput,
and decreasing end-to-end delay. As in our simulation, we have proved that the IDVR protocol
outperforms VDLA, IRTIV, and GPCR in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput.
Finally; we proposed a Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA), which aims to reduce
the control overhead messages in the clusters, by developing new mechanism for calculating
the optimal period for updating or exchanging control messages between the CMs and the CH.
CORA propagate the HELLO messages in three scenarios: when the CM enters the cluster
zone, second; when the CM leave the cluster zone, and when new CH announces itself. Based
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in the simulation results, CORA signiﬁcantly minimized the number of HELLO messages in
each cluster and in the segment with multiple clusters in general.
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2.1 Abstract
Vehicular Ad-Hoc NETwork(VANET) is a unique form of Mobile Ad-Hoc NETwork(MANET),
where the nodes act as vehicles moving with relatively high mobility, and moving in a prede-
ﬁned routes. The mobility in VANETs causes high topology changes and in turn leads to
excessive control overhead messages and frequent link communication failures. Traditionally,
clustering techniques have been used as the main solution to reduce the control overhead mes-
sages in VANET, in which the network is divided into multiple clusters and selecting one of
the Cluster Members (CMs) as a Cluster Head (CH). Still, a problem occurs when the con-
trol overhead messages increase due to periodically forwarding of CM HELLO (CMHELLO)
messages between the CMs and the CH, and when the CH periodically broadcasts an CH
ADvertiSement (CHADS) messages to declare itself to the CMs. Hence, minimizing control
overhead messages in any cluster environment is an essential goal to use the network resources
efﬁciently. In this article, we propose two algorithms: First, a Control Overhead Reduction Al-
gorithm (CORA) which aims to reduce the control overhead messages in a clustered topology,
by developing a new mechanism for calculating the optimal number of CMHELLO messages.
Second, an Enhanced version of CORA (ECORA) which aims to reduce the CHADS messages
that broadcasted by the CHs, by proposing a CHADS prediction algorithm that enables the CH
to predict the period of time for broadcasting the CHADS messages. In addition, we present
a new format of control overhead messages that reduce the number of parameters transmitted.
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Finally, we evaluate the performance of our proposed works by comparing with other recent
researches that published in this ﬁeld.
2.2 Introduction
The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) that includes all types of communications between
vehicles is an important next-generation transportation systems. ITS provides many facilities
to the passengers, such as safety applications, assistant to the drivers, emergency warning, etc.
Vehicular Ad Hoc NETwork (VANET) is a derived form of self-organized Mobile Ad Hoc
NETwork (MANET). In VANET, vehicles are equipped with an On-Board Units (OBUs) that
can communicate with each other (V2V communications), or/and with stationary road infras-
tructure units (V2I) that are installed along the roads. VANETs have several characteristics
that makes it different from MANETs; such as high node mobility, predictable and restricted
mobility patterns, rapid network topology change, and frequent battery charging, so energy
consumption is not a big issue(Tayal & Triphathi (2012)).
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technology is an emerging technology that
is developed to work in very high dynamic networks, to support fast link establishment and
to minimize communication latency. DSRC is designed to ensure the reliability of safety ap-
plications, taking into consideration the time constraints for this type of applications. In the
United States, Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has allocated 5.9GHz for DSRC
technique to support public and commercial application in V2V and V2I. The frequency takes
the range of (5.850-5.925) GHz and divides it into seven non-overlapping 10MHz channels.
The DSRC is developed to support the data transfer in a rapidly changing topology networks,
such as VANET, where time response and the high transmission rate is required. VANETs deal
with two wireless access standards: IEEE 802.11p deals with the physical and MAC layer, and
IEEE 1609 deals with higher-layer protocols. According to IEEE 802.11p, vehicles are capable
to share their GPS related position together with velocity and acceleration (551 (2010)).
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VANET is proposed and improved different types of routing protocols, such as proactive
(Spaho et al. (2012)), reactive (Ding et al. (2011); Abedi et al. (2009); Yu et al. (2011)),
and hybrid (Wu et al. (2013) Chai et al. (2013)). The proactive and reactive routing protocols
are classiﬁed under the topology based routing protocol category, which aims to discover the
route between the source and destination before starting the data transmission. The main dif-
ference between the two is that the proactive routing protocol initiates a route discovery to the
all nodes located in the entire network, yielding an increase in control overhead messages and
end-to-end delay. While in the reactive routing protocol, a source node initiates a discovery
process to reach only to the desired destination. This process reduces the routing control over-
head messages; however, the route discovery process is required in ﬁnding a route for every
new node. The hybrid routing protocol combines the features of both proactive and reactive
routing protocol. The nodes in the hybrid network are grouped together in a particular area
called clusters. Hybrid routing protocols, and sometimes called Cluster-Based Routing(CBR)
protocols, are designed to improve the network scalability by allowing the nodes within the
clusters to communicate through a pre-selected Cluster Heads (CHs) using a proactive routing
protocol. However, in the case of communication between clusters, a reactive routing protocol
is triggered.
CBR protocols are widely used to improve the scalability of VANET environment and to re-
duce the control overhead message. Although the clustering techniques are minimizing the
routing control overhead messages, clustering control overhead messages still consume much
of VANET resources. The clustering control overhead messages are produced by : First, for-
warding of control messages between the CMs and the CH named CMHELLO messages. Sec-
ond, broadcasting of control messages by the CH named CHADS messages. When control
overhead messages are increasing in any clustered topology, the available bandwidth resources
reduce signiﬁcantly. The CBR protocols aims to increase the network throughput at the cost
of increased the clustered control overhead messages. The main objectives of this article are
minimizing the number of control overhead messages in CBR protocols and increasing the
available resources in a clustered highway topology.
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In this article we proposed two algorithms: First; a new algorithm that reduces the number
of CMHELLO messages, called CORA algorithm. Second; an Enhanced version of CORA
(ECORA) algorithm that aims to reduce the number of CHADS messages. After that, we
present a new message format for CMHELLO and CHADS. In addition, we proposed a new
type of CH messages named CH notiﬁcation messages. CORA and ECORA are based on the
assumption that each vehicle in the VANET environment can know its current location and
cluster ID by using a digital map and Global Positioning System (GPS). Also, in this article
we used a Cluster-Based Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) protocol as the main cluster routing
protocol, which outperforms many other cluster protocols in terms of increasing the average
throughput and stability in clustered network. The CBLTR (Abuashour & Kadoch (2016))
protocol selects the CH based on maximum LT among the CMs.
This article is outlined as follows; in Section 2.3 we present a literature review that relates
to control overhead reduction techniques in clustered topology. Section 2.4 presents CORA
algorithm. Section 2.5 presents ECORA algorithm. Section 2.6 presents the new format of
clustered control overhead messages. Section 2.7 presents the simulation, results and analysis.
Finally, section 2.8 concludes this article.
2.3 State of arts
Control overhead reduction techniques are an important and interesting subject in many recent
researches. The main objective of minimizing the control overhead messages is improving the
network efﬁciency by producing more bandwidth resources for data transmission.
VANETs are an autonomous systems formed by connected vehicles without the need for any
infrastructure. Routing in VANET is a signiﬁcant challenge due to the nature of fast topology
changes. The high mobility in VANET forces the vehicles to periodically exchange control
overhead messages. Therefore, the excessive amount of control overhead messages yields to
consume high amount of available bandwidth resources.
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The main solution to reduce the control overhead messages is to use the clustering technique.
The concept of clustering means to transform the big network into small grouped networks
called clusters. In each cluster, one of cluster members (CMs) should be elected to be re-
sponsible for all local cluster communication, and it is called Cluster Head (CH). This process
will signiﬁcantly reduce the routing control overhead messages because it restricts the com-
munication between each CM and CH instead of exchanging the control overhead messages
between all the vehicles in the VANET topology. Many researches proposed several algorithms
of selecting the CH in any cluster topology based on speciﬁc parameters, such as: vehicle ID,
vehicle location, vehicle speed, vehicle direction, and vehicle Life-Time (LT). In this article, we
assume that the CHs are elected mainly based on maximum LT (Abuashour & Kadoch (2016)).
The elected CHs based on maximum LT signiﬁcantly outperforms many other CBR protocols
that takes into consideration other parameters. The process of electing CH is out of scope in
this article. In general, dividing the network into multiple clusters reduces the communication
overhead and improves the network efﬁciency.
In the cluster, CMs and CH should periodically forward and broadcast the control overhead
messages. The CMHELLO message is an important control overhead messages used to deﬁne
the vehicle identity and location in clustered VANET network. The number of CMHELLO
messages is mainly in inverse proportion to the period of time for forwarding the message.
So, in any cluster if the period of time increases, then the number of CMHELLO message
decreases, and vice versa. In addition, the number of CMHELLO messages in any cluster
is also in proportion to the number of CMs in the cluster. The CHADS message is another
type of message that is broadcasted periodically by the selected CH to announce itself. Many
techniques are proposed in the literature to reduce the number of the clustered control overhead
messages as follows:
In (Lo et al. (2013)), the authors proposed a new clustering algorithm that intends to create
stable clusters by reducing clustering overhead. This algorithm proposed to select the CH
based on the vehicle position and speed. The proposed algorithm intended to increase the
clusters stability by reducing the number of CH changes, which yields to reduce the control
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overhead messages produced from frequently reelection process . This algoritm assumes that
each node should periodically broadcast A HELLO message that contains the node’s location,
motion vector, and RBM (Relative Position and Mobility). In this paper (Lo et al. (2013)),
the authors do not mention the impact of the size of CHADS message, as well as they are not
considering the impact of the CMHELLO messages in terms of its size and its updating period
of time.
In (Mohammad & Michele (2010)), the authors proposed a lane-based clustering algorithm
to improve the network stability by reducing the CH election times. The proposed algorithm
elects the CH based on the trafﬁc ﬂow of vehicles in the cluster. In fact, this approch deals
with dynamic clusters, which reduces the number of CH changes in the cluster. Each vehicle
broadcasts a control message that contains vehicles lane location, vehicle location, and vehicle
speed. Also, this paper (Mohammad & Michele (2010)) does not mention the size and the
period of time for broadcasting the control overhead messages.
In (Rawashdeh & Mahmud (2012)), the authors considered a new parameter to improve the
CH election, which is the speed difference metric. By using this parameter, the cluster be-
comes categorized based on different speeds. In this paper (Rawashdeh & Mahmud (2012)),
all vehicles broadcast periodically within it’s transmission range a control overhead message
that contains the position, velocity, node degree, and direction.
Tao et al. (Song et al. (2010)) proposed a Cluster-Based Directional Routing Protocol (CB-
DRP) for highway scenario. The vehicles broadcasts periodically the control overhead mes-
sages that contain location of the cluster, location of the vehicle, and the velocity of the vehicle.
A CH distributed algorithm is used to select one CH among CMs. The selected CH has full
information about its CMs. CBDRP concentrates in reducing the routing overhead packet from
source to destination, but it does not considers the control overhead messages produced by the
vehicles in each cluster.
Pedro et al. (Ruiz et al. (2010)) proposed a Beacon-less Routing Algorithm for Vehicular
Environment (BRAVE). The proposed protocol objective is to reduce the control overhead
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messages in broadcast approaches. In BRAVE, the next forwarder vehicle is reactively selected
among those neighbors that have successfully received the messages. The drawback of BRAVE
protocol is that each vehicle participates in the routing protocol and still required to exchange
a beacon message among them. In the simulation setting, BRAVE sets the exchanging time of
the beacon messages to 2 seconds to keep monitoring the vehicles location. In general, reactive
routing protocol reduce the control overhead messages compared to proactive routing protocol.
However, it still suffering of high control overhead messages compared to CBR protocols.
Dan et al. (Lin et al. (2017)) proposed a MOving-ZOne-based (MoZo) architecture, MoZo
consist of multiple moving zones that group vehicles based on the movement similarity. the
selected CH is responsible for managing information about CMs as well as the forwarding
packets. The control overhead messages updating period for the CMs in MoZo architecture is
varied between the changing of moving function of 5 m/s or 4 seconds.
In (Khakpour et al. (2017)), the authors proposed two clustered-based algorithm for target in
VANET. The objective of these algorithm is reducing the clustered control overhead messages
by using a prediction function to predict the CM information. If the CH can predict the CM
information instead of receiving it, then the control overhead messages will be decreased sig-
niﬁcantly. The prediction function requires the current location, speed, and time to predict the
future location. The drawback of these algorithms is that the CH should trigger the predic-
tion function periodically to ensure the prediction accuracy, and this also yields to increase
the clustered control overhead messages. In (Singh et al. (2014)), a periodically live message
is broadcasted by every node for announcement of it’s existence in the cluster. Also, this pa-
per does not consider the live message size and the period of updating these messages in its
evaluation.
In the literature covered up to date, the authors did not provide any guidelines to exploit the
cluster resources. Though the main properties of any clustering algorithm are the high amount
of the CMHELLO message and CHADS messages. In addition, most of the literature is ig-
noring the control overhead message size, by considering many parameters to be appended to
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it, such as: speed, direction, location, CM ID, and etc. To the best of our knowledge there
are no researches that investigated the reduction of the clustered control overhead message by
optimizing the number of generated control overhead messages in a clustered VANET topol-
ogy. Therefore, in this article we propose a CORA and ECORA algorithms that optimize the
number of CMHELLO and CHADS messages, respectively.
2.4 Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm
In VANET, the CBR protocols do not require that every vehicle knows the entire topology in-
formation. Only the selected CHs require to know the topology information and other CMs
only require to periodically forward their information to the CH via CMHELLO messages.
CM periodically forwards a CMHELLO messages to inform the CH about CM identity and
other parameters; such as current location, direction, velocity, and LT. The increasing size of
the control overhead messages consider an important issue that degrade the performance of
any mobile and limited resources networks. Furthermore, the frequently forwarding of the
CMHELLO message negatively impact the network performance which signiﬁcantly reduces
the available resources. In other hand, CHADS is another control overhead message broad-
casted periodically by the CHs. The purpose of this kind of messages is to keep announcing
the CH presence in any cluster, and to inform any new vehicle entering the cluster zone of the
CH identity.
In the next two subsections, we present the proposed CORA algorithm and the mathematical
calculation for the number of control overhead messages.
2.4.1 CORA algorithm
In general, each vehicle must be deﬁned as CM or CH at any time. Algorithm 2.1 explains the
CORA algorithm as follows; initially, each vehicle entering any cluster coordination zone sets
its status as CM by default. Then it waits for τ second, if it does not receive any CHADS mes-
sage, it changes its status to CH and starts periodically (every τ second) broadcasting CHADS
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message. This message consists of CH Identiﬁcation information and the remaining LT that the
CH spends in the cluster zone. Otherwise, it stays as CM and replies with only one CMHELLO
message which consists of the CM Identiﬁcation and the remaining LT that the CM expect to
spend in the cluster zone. The remaining LT is varied among vehicle due to the velocity vari-
ation. The objective of periodically broadcasting CHADS message is to inform newly-arrived
CMs that an active CH exist. When the CH receives all replies from the CMs within its asso-
ciated LT, the CH is capable to calculate the candidate CH (CCH) before leaving the cluster.
Therefore, the CMs do not require to periodically update their information with the CH while
the CHLT is not expired. In other word, the CMHELLO messages produced by the CMs are
proportional to the number of CH changes instead of speciﬁc period of time. Thus, that yields
to minimize signiﬁcantly the control overhead messages in each cluster.
Algorithm 2.1 CORA protocol
1 for t=1 to end of simulation time do
2 if any vehicle enters the cluster Zone then
3 vehicle staus = CM;
4 waitτ sec;
5 if CM receives CH ads message then
6 vehicle staus = CM;
7 reply to CH by one message;
8 Containes <CMID, CMLT>;
9 else
10 vehicle staus= CH ;
11 every τ sec send CH ads
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end
2.4.2 Mathematical calculation of control overhead in CORA algorithm
To calculate the number of CHADS message within the simulation time, ﬁrst we divide the
elected CH remaining LT time by the period of exchanging time τ (τ is a constant value), as in
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Equation 2.1:
AdsCHi jk =
CHLTi jk
τ
(2.1)
Where:
AdsCHi jk : The total number of CHADS messages produced from CH with ID i in cluster j in
segment ID k.
CHLTi jk : The remaining LT for CH with ID i in cluster ID j in segment ID k.
τ : The periodic exchanging time for CHADS message.
Next, we calculate the overall CHADS messages for all elected CHs in the same cluster within
the simulation time, as in Equation 2.2:
TotalAdsclus jk =
x
∑
i=1
AdsCHi jk
0 < TotalAdsclus jk < simulationtime
(2.2)
Where:
TotalAdsclus jk : The number of CHADS message produced from CHs in cluster ID j in seg-
ment ID k.
x : The maximum number of elected CH within the simulation time for cluster j.
To calculate the total CHADS messages that generated in a segment with multi-cluster, we do
the summation for the number of CHADS messages for each cluster, as follow:
TotalCHAdsk =
y
∑
j=1
TotalAdsclus jk
=
y
∑
j=1
x
∑
i=1
CHLTi jk
τ
(2.3)
Where:
TotalCHAdsk : The number of CHADS message produced by CHs in segment ID k.
CHLTi jk: The remaining LT for CH with ID i and Cluster ID j in segment ID k.
y : The maximum number of clusters within the segment.
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Since τ is constant value, then the number of CHADS messages that produced by the CH
is proportional to the CHLT value in each cluster. In Figure 2.1, the CH forwards CHADS
messages every τ seconds to all of its CMs until its LT expires. Each selected CH should
periodically forward the CHADS messages to announce itself in the cluster zone. The vehicles
A,B,C, and D are CMs that receive CHADS from the CH while its LT time does not expire.
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Figure 2.1 CHADS message periodically (every τ seconds)
On the other hand, when any vehicle enters the cluster zone, its default status is CM. It should
exchange the CMHELLO message with the CH. So, in this article the main contribution is
to minimize the number of CMHELLO messages by taking into consideration CHLT. When
any vehicle enters the cluster zone, it sends a CMHELLO message to the CH (if it receives
the CHADS after τ second). In this case we have two scenarios; if the CMLT is greater than
CHLT, then the number of CMHELLO message equals to the number of CH changes within the
CMLT plus two (the mandatory two CMHELLO messages when the CM enters the cluster and
before it leaves the cluster). Otherwise, the CM generates the CMHELLO message only two
times; when it enters the cluster and before leaves the cluster. Figure 2.2 explains a scenario
of forwarding CMHELLO messages; ﬁrst, when vehicles enter the cluster zone (as vehicle
B), it should then send CMHELLO message, and when the vehicle leaves the cluster zone, it
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then sends another CMHELLO message(as vehicle C), whereas the vehicles (vehicle A and D)
that already in the cluster zone and within the CHLT do not require to send any CMHELLO
message. Figure 2.3 explains another scenario when the CH (Old CH) arrives to the threshold
point (the point that the current CH should select another CH), the old CH sends an CHADS
message informing the CMs for the new CH, in the meantime; all the CMs (vehicle A and D)
should send the CMHELLO message to the new CH.
The following Equation describes mathematically the two scenarios in Figure 2.2 and 2.3:
NumCMi jk =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
numCHi jk+2, if CMLTi jk >CHLTjk
2, if CMLTi jk ≤CHLTjk
(2.4)
Where:
NumCMi jk : The number of CMHELLO message produced by CM with ID i in cluster ID j in
segment ID k.
numCHi jk: The number of CH changes within CMLTi jk.
CMLTi jk : The remaining LT for CM with ID i in cluster ID j in segment ID k.
CHLTjk : The remaining LT for current CH with in cluster ID j in segment ID k.
The following algorithm explains how to calculate the overall CMHELLO messages in each
cluster:
Algorithm 2.2 TOTAL NUMBER OF CMHELLO MESSAGES
Input : total of CM ads = 0
1 for i=1 to Max number of CMs do
2 if CMLTi>CHLT then
3 total of CM ads =2 + Num of CH changes Within CMLTi ;
4 else
5 total of CM ads =2 + total of CM ads
6 end
7 end
8 end
Output: return total of CM ads
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Figure 2.2 CMHELLO message when
enters and leaves the cluster
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Figure 2.3 CMHELLO message when
new CH selected
We can mathematically formulate the total of CMHELLO messages for a speciﬁc cluster by
following expression:
TotalHELLOk =
y
∑
j=1
NumCMi jk (2.5)
74
Where:
TotalHELLOk : The total number of CMHELLO messages produced from CMs in cluster k.
y : The maximum number of CM in the cluster ID k.
Also, we can mathematically formulate the total of CMHELLO messages for speciﬁc pre-
divided cluster segment as the following Equation:
TotalCMHELLOm =
p
∑
j=1
TotalHELLOj (2.6)
Where:
TotalCMHELLOm : The total number of CMHELLO message produced from CMs in segment
ID m.
p : The maximum number of clusters in the segment ID m.
Finally, the total control overhead messages within the simulation time equals the summation
of CMHELLO messages forwarded by the CMs and the periodically CHADS messages broad-
casted by the CHs in segment ID k. As in the following Equation:
TotalAdsmesagek = TotalCMHELLOk+TotalCHAdsk (2.7)
2.5 An Enhanced version of Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm
In this section, we propose an Enhanced version of CORA (ECORA) algorithm. In CORA al-
gorithm, we eliminate the periodical updates of CMHELLO message, since the CMHELLO
message are produced only in three instances; when the CM enters and leaves the cluster
zone, and when the CH arrives at the predetermined threshold point. Therefore, the number of
CMHELLO messages is mainly independent of time. CORA signiﬁcantly reduced the number
of CMHELLO messages. On the other hand, CH still depends on time for broadcasting the
CHADS messages. As we explained before, the CH should announce it’s status periodically
to inform any new vehicle that joins the cluster. Therefore, the number of CHADS messages
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generated by the CH are proportional to the CHLT divided by the CH updating period(τ sec-
onds). CORA algorithm mainly solved the problem of frequently forwarded the CMHELLO
messages; however, CHADS messages still depend on time.
Therefore, we propose in this section a ECORA. ECORA aims mainly to reduce the number of
CHADS messages. To solve this problem, we build a CHADS prediction algorithm that helps
the CHs to broadcast the CHADS in speciﬁc period of time instead of broadcasting within all
the CHLT. Therefore, each CH should predict the expected period of time that any CM may
enter to it’s cluster zone.
The main characteristic of VANET that make it different than MANET is that the vehicles move
in predictable and restricted mobility pattern. Which means if you know the initial location and
speed of any vehicle, then you can predict any vehicle’s location in the future. In other word,
if the CH is capable to predict the period of time when any CM may enter its cluster zone, then
the CH can broadcast the CHADS message only in this period. In the following subsections,
we explain in details a novel CHADS prediction algorithms, the mathematical for calculate the
number of the control overhead messages , and the CH broadcast time prediction.
2.5.1 CHADS prediction algorithms
When any CH receives a CMHELLO message associated to one of its CM, this mean that the
CMID attached to this message intends to leave the cluster zone within CMLT. Then the CH
informs it’s CH neighbors of the prediction time of the arriving new CM/CMs to their cluster
zone. As soon as the neighbor CHs receives the CH notiﬁcation, they calculate a period of time
to broadcast the CHADS message (more details in Subsection 2.5.3).
As we explained in CORA algorithm, if the CM did not receives the CHADS message within τ
seconds, then the CMHELLO messages are forwarded after τ seconds since the CM enters the
cluster zone. In ECORA, we propose a CHADS prediction algorithm that is capable to let the
CH to predict a period of time for broadcasting the CHADS messages instead of broadcasting
during all CHLT. Figure 2.4 explains in steps the main idea of CHADS prediction algorithm.
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First, we present a snapshot of clustered highway scenario. Let us assume that these clusters are
located within the highway topology (in the middle) and not located at the highway edges (in
the boundaries). Also, the vehicles inside the circles A2, B5, and B8 are the CHs of the clusters
n-1, n, and n+1, respectively. In addition, the rest of the vehicles are CMs. The vehicles inside
the rectangle are CMs that are intending to leave their clusters zone. If any CH detects a new
CMHELLO message for CMs intending to leave their cluster zones, then it should forward CH
notiﬁcation to the neighbor CHs. This notiﬁcation informs the neighbors CHs of new arriving
vehicles within a speciﬁc period of time. CH who receives these notiﬁcations should prepare
itself for new arrival vehicles within the received speciﬁc period of time. For example, when the
CHs A2 and B8 receive CMHELLO messages from vehicles A3 and B6, respectively, then each
of the CH forwards a notiﬁcation message for its neighbor CHs (as vehicle B5 in our example)
to prepare itself for any new arrival vehicles. As soon as B5 receives any notiﬁcation message
from any neighbor CHs, then it start broadcasting CHADS message within the received speciﬁc
period of time, and so on. Since this algorithm forwards the CHADS message only when the
CH receives any notiﬁcation from the neighbor CHs. Then, as a results of this algorithm, we
are capable to optimize the number of CHADS to be proportional to the number of notiﬁcation
messages received by the CH instead of CHLT.
In Figure 2.5, we deﬁne a transition diagram with four modes for the CH, which are: sleep,
active, notiﬁcation, and broadcast modes. We explain each mode as follows: First, CH sleep
mode, it is the default mode for all other modes when they are not receiving any CMHELLO
message. In this mode, the CH stays in the idle state and it does not transmit any CHADS
messages. The CH changes its mode in two cases; the ﬁrst case it changes to the active mode
at any time it receives any CMHELLO message; and the second case it changes to broadcast
mode when it receives a notiﬁcation message from any neighbor CHs. Second, CH active
mode, in this mode the CH changes its mode in three cases; the ﬁrst case is when the CH
receives the CMHELLO message. If the CMHELLO message informs of new vehicle arrival
(vehicles enter the cluster zone), then the CH stays in the active mode at time t; after that, if
it does not receive another CMHELLO message from new entering vehicle, then it ﬂips back
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Figure 2.4 CHADS prediction algorithms
to the sleep mode. The second case when the CH receives the CMHELLO message from a
leaving vehicle, it changes to the notiﬁcation mode. The third case, if the CH receives at any
time a CH notiﬁcation message then it changes to the broadcast mode. Third, CH notiﬁcation
mode, in this mode the CH forwards to the neighbor CHs a list of CM/CMs that are leaving
their current cluster zone and moving to another cluster. Fourth, CH broadcast mode, in this
mode the CH starts to broadcast its CHADS messages for a period of τ second, and after this
period the CH ﬂips back to the sleep mode.
Algorithm 2.3 presents a pseudo code for CHADS prediction. The default mode for any CH is
the sleep mode, and in this mode the CH keeps silent. At any time, the CH changes to notiﬁca-
tion mode if it receives a CMHELLO message tagged with LEAVE (lines 3-7), in this mode the
CH forwards a notiﬁcation messages to its CH neighbors. Each notiﬁcation mode includes the
CMID, and the its leaving time. Also, at any time, if any CH receives any notiﬁcation message,
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Figure 2.5 State chart of CH transition modes
then it changes its status to broadcast mode (lines 8-11), and start broadcasting the CHADS
within τ from the time that the CH received in the notiﬁcation message.
Algorithm 2.3 CHADS prediction algorithm
1 for t=anytime to t<=simulation time do
2 CH mode = sleep ;
3 if CH receives CMHELLO message then
4 CH mode = notiﬁcation ;
5 CH forward notiﬁcation message[CM, time]
6 end
7 if CM receives CH notiﬁcation message then
8 CH mode = broadcast ;
9 broadcast CHADS at[time,time+τ]
10 end
11 end
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2.5.2 Mathematical calculation of control overhead in ECORA algorithm
In ECORA algorithm, the CH broadcast the CHADS messages only if it receives A CMHELLO
messages that tagged with LEAVE. Therefore, the number of CHADS message broadcasted by
the CH is proportional to the number of CMs that leave the cluster zone in speciﬁc period
of time. If we assume that the vehicles are always in moving status, then any vehicle that
enters any cluster zone should also leaves the cluster zone after a period of time. Algorithm
2.4 explains in pseudocode the method for computing the total number of CHADS messages.
So, the number of CHADS messages is also proportional to the number of CM that enters the
cluster zone within a period of time.
Algorithm 2.4 TOTAL NUMBER OF CHADS MESSAGES
Input : total of CH ads = 0
1 for i=1 to Max number of CMs do
2 for CID=1 to Max number of clusters do
3 if CM location=CID location then
4 total of CH ads =total of CH ads+1;
5 else
6 total of CH ads = total of CH ads
7 end
8 end
9 end
10 end
Output: return total of CH ads
In ECORA, the total number of control overhead messages are calculated in the same way as in
CORA algorithm except that the number of CHADS message is proportional to the number of
vehicles located in any cluster within a period of time. In addition, we add the number of CH
notiﬁcation messages, which is also equal to the number of CMs located in any cluster within
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a period of time, as follows:
TotalAdsmesagek = TotalCMHELLOk+TotalCHAdsk
+TotalCHnoti f icationk
(2.8)
2.5.3 CH broadcast time prediction
The vehicles move on the highways within a predeﬁned maximum and minimum velocity lim-
its. In general, we assume that most of the vehicles are moving in a constant speed and within
the predeﬁned range limits. In the highway scenario, the highway is divided into stationary
cluster zones. The length of each cluster zone equals half of the transmission range of the stan-
dard vehicle. Therefore, at any time each CH is capable to communicate with neighbor CHs
without communication failure. The communication failure might happen only in case when
there no vehicles are located inside the cluster zone.
The main problem in clustered topology is that the CH is announcing itself periodically, and
this yield to produce an excessive amount of clustered control overhead messages. Therefore,
by proposing a CH broadcast time prediction mechanism, then the CHs are able to predict the
period of time for arriving any new CMs, after that the CHs broadcast its status only within this
period of time. Successful prediction of broadcasting time can signiﬁcantly reduce the num-
ber of broadcasted CHADS messages. In highway scenario, most of the vehicles are moving
respectively in consistent speeds. So, when any vehicle intend to leave the cluster zone or in
other words arrive to its associated predeﬁned threshold point, then it forwards a CMHELLO
message (see Figure 2.7 for the contents of the CMHELLO message). In turn, the CH cal-
culates the predicted time that the CM intend to leave its cluster zone. In addition, the CH
forward to it’s neighbors CHs a notiﬁcation message of upcoming CMs and the prediction time
of arriving to their cluster zones. We assumed here that the clock is synchronized between all
vehicles in our clustered topology.
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Any vehicle enters the cluster zone can calculate the threshold point. The threshold point is the
safety point where the vehicle should leave the cluster zone without losing the communication
with the CH. In other words, at this point the vehicle should inform the CH of leaving the cur-
rent cluster by forwarding CMHELLO message. The time needed by each vehicle to forward
the CMHELLO message is denoted by T . The threshold point is calculated based on Equation
2.9. This Equation shows and illustrates the calculations of the threshold distance for vehicle i
in each cluster.
Dith =Vi×T (2.9)
Where:
Dith : Absolute distance of the vehicle i between the its threshold point and the cluster edge.
Vi : Velocity of vehicle i.
T : Time to forward the CMHELLO message to the CH.
The absolute distance of the vehicle i between the threshold point and the cluster edge is de-
noted by |Dith| and its velocity is given by Vi, respectively. Then the life time that the vehicle
requires to leave its current cluster and enter the next cluster is predicted as
Leavetimei = currenttimei+
|Dith|
Vi
(2.10)
Each vehicle arriving at the predeﬁned threshold point should forward CMHELLO message to
the CH. The expected vehicle leaving time should be appended to this message. When the CH
receives the message, it forwards a notiﬁcation message to the neighbors CH informing of new
CMs arriving. The notiﬁcation message consist of CMID and the prediction time (calculated
in Equation 2.9) of arriving to neighbor cluster zones.
In Figure 2.6, we present a sample numerical results of calculating the threshold distance for
any vehicle by taking into consideration the vehicle velocity and the time for forwarding the
CMHELLO message.
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Figure 2.6 Threshold distance vs vehicle velocity and CMHELLO forwarding time
2.6 Designing of control overhead messages
In this section, we propose a new design for CHADS, CMHELLO, and CH notiﬁcation mes-
sages. In the literature, many researchers assume different sizes of control overhead message.
Mohammad et al. (Hadded et al. (2015)) assume that the messages generated by the CH con-
sists of highway ID, CHID, direction, and speciﬁc weight value. In contrast, the CMHELLO
messages are periodic broadcasting and it consists of CMID, highway ID, direction, position,
and speed. Dan et al. (Lin et al. (2017)) propose a new CBR protocol that groups the vehi-
cle moving in the same direction in one cluster, and the CMs send periodically a CMHELLO
message that consists of CMID, location , speed and the next intersection ID.
In Figure 2.7 and 2.8, we present the contents of CMHELLO massage and CHADS message,
respectively. The CMHELLO message consists of CMID and CMLT (the time that the current
CM requires to arrive at the threshold point), and the CHADS message consists of CHID and
CHLT. An important point we have to mention here is that in CORA algorithm the CHADS
message broadcasted periodically (every τ second), while the CM forwards the CMHELLO
messages in three cases: ﬁrst, when the CM enters the cluster zone; second, when the CM
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leave the cluster zone; and third, when a new CH is elected. The new CH should be elected
before the old CH arrives at the threshold point to avoid the overhead that occurs due to the
reelection process. Therefore, we propose a new message format for the control overhead
messages, the new messages mainly consists of two parameter only which are vehicle ID and
vehicle LT.
ECORA algorithm designed another message format, which is CH notiﬁcation message. In
Figure 2.9, we present the format of CH notiﬁcation message. This message consists of a
CMID and the time he decided to leave the current cluster. As soon as any CH turns to the
notiﬁcation mode, it forwards the notiﬁcation message to it’s neighbor CHs. In ECORA, the
CHADS message is broadcasted only when the CH changes to the broadcast mode, or in other
word, when it receives the CH notiﬁcation message.
CMHELLO message
CMID CMLT
Figure 2.7
CMHELLO message
CHADS message
CHID CHLT
Figure 2.8
CHADS message
CH notiﬁcation message
CMID CMLT
Figure 2.9
CH notiﬁcation message
2.7 Simulation, results, and analysis
By using the SUMO version 0.28.0 trafﬁc generator (Krajzewicz et al. (2012)) and Matlab
version R2016b, we calculate the number of CMHELLO messages based on Equation 2.6. In
Table 2.1, we present the simulation parameter we used to evaluate the performance of our
proposed work.
We ﬁrst implemented a bidirectional highway scenario with length 10000 meters, then we di-
vided the highway to ﬁxed sizes of clusters of length 250 meter each. The vehicles enters
the highway scenario in ﬁxed rate which equals 1 vehicle/sec. When any vehicle arrives at
edges of the highway, it makes a U turn and drives back in the opposite direction. The SUMO
trafﬁc generator keeps safety distance between the vehicles, and the distance distribution be-
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tween the vehicle follow an exponential distribution. All the vehicles remain in the highway
until the end of the simulation. The simulation starts to gather the results after all vehicle
entering the highway scenario. To evaluate the performance of CORA protocol, we calculate
Table 2.1 Simulation parameters of CORA & ECORA algorithms
Parameter Value
Simulation time 500 second
Number of cluster 40
Number of vehicles in each
direction
200
Vehicles arrival rate 1 vehicle/sec
Communication range 250
Vehicle range speed (10−60)kmph
Data sending rate 2 Mbps
CH protocol used CBLTR
the number of CMHELLO, CHADS, and the total of the control overhead messages in each
cluster. We assumed here that the vehicles use the same format of CMHELLO and CHADS
message in terms of size. In Figure 2.10, we compare CORA algorithm with three other proto-
cols mentioned in the literature; CBDRP, BRAVE, and MoZo protocols. In CBDRP protocol,
the CMs in each cluster frequently forwards CMHELLO messages. In BRAVE protocol, the
CMHELLO interval is 2 second. In MoZo protocol, the authors assume that the vehicles need
to send CMHELLO updates messages when they deviate from their deﬁned original moving
function more than 5 m/s or the time from the last update which equals to 4 seconds.
In Table 2, we present a numerical results to validate the performance of the CORA proto-
col. Column 2 calculates the average number of CMHELLO messages generated within the
simulation time by CORA, MoZo, BRAVE, and CBDRP protocols. Column 3 calculates the
percentage number of HELLO messages generated by the CMs. The percentage is calculated
by dividing the average number of CMHELLO messages that generated by any algorithm to
the overall CMHELLO messages that generated by all algorithms. The CORA algorithm sig-
niﬁcantly reduces the CMHELLO messages, where it generates the minimum percentage of
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Figure 2.10 Number of CMHELLO message in highway scenario
CMHELLO messages, equal to 2.5 %, and the main reason is that to forward the CMHELLO
messages, only in three instances that we explained in the previous section. In contrast, MoZo,
BRAVE, and CBDRP algorithms, show high number of CMHELLO messages, and the reason
of that is because all of these protocols forward periodically the CMHELLO messages.
Table 2.2 The mean and percentage of HELLO messages generated
Protocol Name Mean Percentage of HELLOmessages generated
CORA 215.25 2.5%
MoZo 1215.8 13.9%
BRAVE 2431.6 27.8%
CBDRP 4863.3 55.8%
We evaluate the performance of CORA algorithm in terms of the total number of control over-
head messages. Based in Equation 2.7, the total of number of control messages are the sum-
mation of all messages forwarded by the CMs and broadcasted by the CHs in a speciﬁc period
of time. In Figure 2.11 , we present the total number of control overhead messages for the
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CORA algorithm and another traditional CBR protocol(such as CBDRP). As shown in Figure
2.11a, in traditional CBR protocol all the vehicles in the clusters should forwards or broad-
casts the control overhead messages periodically and depending mainly on time. Therefore, an
excessive amount of generated control overhead messages are produced in a traditional CBR
protocols. In contrast, Figure 2.11b shows that CORA algorithm achieves a signiﬁcant reduc-
tion of CMHELLO messages, and the reason of that is because the CM forwards CMHELLO
messages only in three instances; when the CMs enters or leaves the cluster zone and CH elec-
tion process notiﬁcation received. In other words, the CMs mainly depend on the location to
forwards the CMHELLO message rather than the times.
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Figure 2.12 CORA vs ECORA algorithm
CORA outperforms all previous protocols in terms of the number of CMHELLO messages
generated in each cluster within a period of time. The CORA protocol minimizes the number
of CMHELLO messages to avoid periodically exchanging of CMHELLO message. CORA
propagates the CMHELLO messages in three instances; which are: when the CM enters the
cluster zone, second; when the CM leave the cluster zone, and third; when new CH announces
itself. In general, CORA calculates the optimal number of CMHELLO messages in each clus-
ter.
CORA algorithm mainly solves the problem of frequently forwarding the CMHELLO mes-
sages. On other hand, the CH still requires to broadcasts its status periodically for announcing
the CH existence in the cluster. Also theses broadcasted CHADS messages negatively impact
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the network performance by reducing the available resources. Therefore, we also proposed an-
other protocol, which is ECORA. ECORA is an enhanced version of CORA in which the CH
is capable to predict a period of time to broadcast the CHADS instead of broadcasting within
all the CHLT. In any clustered highway topology, the ﬁrst and last clusters are called active
clusters, since the CHs in theses two clusters should broadcast the CHADS periodically. How-
ever, other clusters called passive clusters. In these clusters the CH uses ECORA algorithm
and broadcasts only when it changes its status to broadcast mode. In Figure 2.12, we compare
our proposed two protocols in terms of the control overhead messages generated in a highway
clustered topology. We can notice that when using ECORA, in active clusters, the number of
CHADS messages are higher than that in passive clusters, and as we explained the CHs in
these clusters should broadcasts the CHADS periodically. Based on simulation results, we can
notice that ECORA achieves much more signiﬁcant improvement in terms of the number of
control overhead messages compared with CORA and traditional CBR protocols. In general,
ECORA outperforms CORA and CBDRP protocols with reduction of the number of control
overhead messages by about 65% and 93%, respectively.
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A number of papers are evaluating the impact of clustered control overhead messages on the
available network resources. In addition, all of these papers explain the contents of these mes-
sages without assigning a speciﬁc size for them. However, in this article we presented a new
format for control overhead messages. The new format reduced the number of parameters to
only two, which are the vehicle ID and its LT. On other hand, these articles assumed more pa-
rameters in addition to the vehicle ID, such as location, direction, speed, vehicle degree,...etc.
Since there are no article mentioning the actual size of these messages, we will assumes that all
of these messages have the same size, which is 10 Bytes. In Figure 2.13, we evaluate the im-
pact of the control overhead messages on available resources of a clustered highway topology,
by comparing our proposed protocols and CBDRP protocol in terms of available resources,
we assume that the initial data rate is 10MB/s. The simulation results show that ECORA and
CORA algorithms keep higher available resources compared with CBDRP protocol. The main
reasons of that is because our proposed protocols reduce the number of generated control over-
head messages compared with CBDRP protocol.
2.8 Conclusion
In this article, we proposed two algorithms: a Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA)
and an Enhanced version of Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (ECORA). These algo-
rithms signiﬁcantly reduce the number of control overhead messages generated by the CMs
and the CHs in a clustered highway topology. We present a new mechanism for calculating
the optimal period for forwarding or broadcasting the control overhead messages. The main
contribution of these algorithms is to change the mechanism of forwarding the CM clustered
control overhead messages in a clustered topology to be based on location instead of periodic
of time. Also, we propose a CH prediction algorithm to enhance the CH to announce their
status in speciﬁc predicted period of time instead of broadcasting within all CHLT. In addition,
we present a new message format for the CMHELLO and CHADS messages, these messages
consist of vehicle ID and vehicle LT. We also present a CH notiﬁcation message to be for-
warded to neighbor CHs when any CM intends to leave it’s cluster zone. CORA propagate
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the CMHELLO messages in three scenarios: when the CM enters the cluster zone, second;
when the CM leave the cluster zone, and when new CH elected. ECORA proposed A CH
prediction algorithm to informs neighbor CHs of the prediction time of arriving new CMs to
their clusters. Based in the simulation results, CORA and ECORA have signiﬁcantly reduced
the number of control overhead messages and maintained more resources in each cluster in a
clustered highway topology.
CHAPTER 3
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3.1 Abstract
In general, the high speed in Vehicular Ad-Hoc NETwork(VANET) yields to frequent links
failure and reduces the network efﬁciency. Clustering technique is considered an important
solution to improve the network stability and performance. However, the frequent CH elec-
tion mainly increases the clustered control overhead messages, which yields to consume high
amount of available network resources. High clustered control overhead messages is consid-
ered the main problem that negatively impacts the network performance. In this letter, we
concentrate on the reduction of CH election control overhead messages. Therefore, we pro-
pose a new Passive CH election avoidance (PCHEA) protocol that aims to optimize the number
of CH election process. In PCHEA protocol, each CH selects another CH based on speciﬁc
information already stored in its memory, without requiring to trigger the election function.
Also, we propose a CH Routing (CHR) protocol that aims to reduce the number of relayed
CHs between any pair of vehicles. In CHR protocol, the CH selects the second adjacent CH
(SACH) among all CHs located within its transmission range. The PCHEA and CHR proto-
cols signiﬁcantly reduce the number of CH elected and increase the average throughput in a
bidirectional highway scenario, respectively.
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3.2 Introduction
In general, Cluster-Based Routing (CBR) protocol (Abuashour & Kadoch (2017)) is a hybrid
routing protocol, that divides the large network into small areas called clusters, and inside the
cluster, there are many routing protocols called intra-cluster routing protocols. The communi-
cation between clusters is performed via pre-selected nodes called Cluster Heads (CHs). The
CHs are responsible for coordinating the members of the cluster, and communicating betwen
clusters using inter-cluster routing protocols (Song et al. (2010)).
The most important characteristic for any clustering technique is to create a stable cluster
with minimum clustered control overhead messages. Clustered control overhead messages
are mainly due to clustering maintenance and CH election process. In this letter, we assume
the network is already stationary pre-clustered. Therefore, the control overhead messages gen-
erated by the clustering maintenance is eliminated. Furthermore, the process of election CHs
still produces high control overhead messages. Any time, when the CH arrives to a prede-
ﬁned threshold point(the point to elect another CH), it should elect another CH. Generally,
CH election process is a decentralized process in which each node within the cluster zone can
participate to become the CH. Many algorithms in the literature considered one, two, or more
parameters to elect the CH, such as: closer to the cluster center (Jerbi et al. (2009)), mini-
mum velocity (Ramakrishnan (2011)), closer to the average velocity (Louazani et al. (2014)),
and the CH Life Time (CHLT)(Abuashour & Kadoch (2017)). By selecting the CH based on
maximum LT we can obtain a stable CHs with higher CH transmission time, thus reducing the
number of elected CH in the network. Therefore, to improve the cluster stability we should
elect a stable CH with maximum LT, and the CH remains as CH until it arrives at a predeﬁned
threshold point.
In this letter, we propose a novel Passive CH Election Avoidance (PCHEA) protocol that re-
duces the election control overhead messages produced by the frequently reelection process.
The main contribution that makes PCHEA protocol different from previous proposed proto-
cols is that it avoids triggering the CH election function when the CH intend to leave its cluster
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zone. Also, we propose a novel CH Routing (CHR) protocol. This protocol mainly aims to
reduce the number of relayed CHs between any pair of vehicles, in order to improve the net-
work efﬁciency and to reduce the end-to-end delay. The main contribution of this protocol is
selecting the best CH located within its transmission range and achieving higher throughput
compared to other CHs located within the forwarded CH transmission range.
3.3 Passive CH Election Avoidance (PCHEA) protocol
In general, each vehicle entering the cluster zone should be CM or CH at any time. Based
on CORA algorithm (Abuashour & Kadoch (2017)), each vehicle entering any cluster coor-
dination zone sets its status as CM by default. Then it should wait for τ second. If it does
not receive any message from the CH, then it changes its status to CH and periodically (every
τ second) forwards CH ADvertiSement(CHADS) message. If the CM receives the CHADS
message, then it stays as CM and replies only with one HELLO message. The HELLO mes-
sage consists of the CM Identiﬁcation, and the remaining LT it requires to leave the cluster
zone. We proposed An extinsion version of CORA (Abuashour & Kadoch (2017)). ECORA
aims to reduce the broadcasted CH advertisement (CHADS) messages, by proposing a broad-
cast prediction algorithm that enables the CH to predict the period of time for broadcasting the
CHADS messages. These two algorithms neglected the control overhead messages produced
by the CH election process. Therefore, we propose PCHEA protocol to reduce the number of
CH election processes.
Each elected CH should calculate speciﬁc threshold point in three steps:
a. Calculate the safety distance that the CH can elect another CH without losing the com-
munication. This distance depends on predeﬁned HandOver Time (HOT). The HOT is
the summation of the re-election process time and the time to forward the current CH
information to the new CH. The safety distance equal:
Sa f ty(CH) =VCH ×HOT (3.1)
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Where:
VCH : CH Velocity.
HOT : Hand-Over Time.
b. Calculate the absolute distance from the CH to the predeﬁned directional cluster edge. As
follows:
Dist(CH) =CHloc−CHedge (3.2)
Where:
CHloc : Current CH location.
CHedge : Predeﬁned CH directional edge (Abuashour & Kadoch (2017)).
c. Calculate the CH threshold point. Which is equal to absolute value of subtraction step 2
and step 1. As follows:
Thpoint(CH) = |Dist(CH)−Sa f ty(CH)| (3.3)
Algorithm 3.1 explains in pseudo code the PCHEA protocol. As soon as the CH arrives to the
predeﬁned threshold point (as in line 5), it received all HELLO messages from the CMs, then
it can then determine the next CH by selecting one of the CMs stored in memory. The selected
CM should be the CM with the maximum LT (as in line 6). The following equation determines
how the CH select the next CH:
NextCH = max(CM1,CM2, ....,CMn) (3.4)
Where:
CMi: Cluster member with ID i.
The CH forwards a message to the CMs informing them of the next CH ID and its activation
time (which is the time that the current CH requires to forward the cluster information to the
new CH) which is equal to x (as in line 7 and 8). At this point, when the CM receives this
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message, it ﬁrst compares with it’s ID (as in line 12). If the CM ID is the same as the next
CH ID, then it updates its status as CH at the received activation time which is equal to the
currenttime+ x (as in line 13). Else the CM updates the CH ID and the activation time in its
memory with the new CH received in the message (as in line 15).
Algorithm 3.1 PCHEA protocol
1 for t=anytime and t<=simulationtime do
2 if vehstat=CH then
3 CH calculate threshold distance;
4 CH stores CMs in CM table;
5 if CHloc= clusedge-threshdis then
6 Next CH= maxLT(CMs);
7 HOT= x;
8 CH forwards message <next CH, HOT>
9 end
10 end
11 else
12 if CM received CH message then
13 if CM ID= next CH ID then
14 CM status= next CH ID at (t+HOT) else
15 CHID= next CH ID at (t+HOT)
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 end
3.4 CH Routing (CHR) protocol
In Figure 3.1, we explain all possible scenarios of CH routing for Adjacent CH (ACH) and
Second Adjacent (SACH) as following: if we assume vehicle C is the CH of cluster n and it is
the transmitted vehicle, then vehicle C can communicate with ACHs (vehicles B and D) without
any probability of link failure. Also, vehicle C can communicate with the SCHs (vehicles A
and E) but with some probability of link failure. However, there is a tradeoff in CH forwarding
of ACH or SACH. On the positive side, relaying to the SACH leads to reduce the number
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of relayed CH between any pair of vehicles and thus increases the network throughput and
minimizes the end-to-end delay. On the negative side, by relaying to the SACH, the probability
of the communication failure increases signiﬁcantly. Therefore, the CHR protocol deﬁnes
some constraints to select the SACH by avoiding the probability communication failure.
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Figure 3.1 CH routing for ACH and SACH
For simplicity, we assume the data is transmitted in one direction from left to right. So, if the
CH A wants to route the received data to CH E, it should ﬁrst detect how many CHs are located
within its transmission range. Here we have two possible choices; which are one CH (the ACH)
or two CHs (ACH and SACH). If there is only one CH, then the data should mandatory transmit
to it(CH B). Otherwise, the CH A should select the SACH (CH C). In Figure 3.2, the Flowchart
explains the process of how CHR protocol works. The threshold time value is calculated based
on the life time that the current CH predicts to remain in its cluster zone and is calculated as
follows:
Tht(i) = dith/(Vi) (3.5)
Where;
Tht(i): Threshold time of CH i.
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dith: Distance between the CH i and directional edge of the cluster.
Vi: Velocity of the CH i.
If the transmitted time is greater than the threshold time, then the CH compares it’s LT with the
SACH LT. If the SACH LT is greater than the transmitted CH LT, this means that the transmitted
CH can select the SACH as next relay CH without any probability of communication failure.
In other words, if the SACH LT is greater than or equal to the transmitted CH LT, then it can
be selected as the next relay CH. Otherwise, the transmitted CH can transmit the received data
in two parts; the ﬁrst part transmitted within the absolute difference between the SACH LT and
the transmitted CH LT, and in the second part it applies the CHR protocol again, and so on.
Mathematically, the probability of link failure for the SACH (p) can be presented as follows:
p=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 ,if dCH,SACH > R
LTCH
MLTCH
,if dCH,SACH ≤ R&T ≤ Tht
∑Ti=1LTCH
∑Ti=1MLTCH
,if dCH,SACH ≤ R&T > Tht
(3.6)
Where;
dCH,SACH : The absolute distance between the CH and the SACH.
R: CH transmission range.
T : Transmission time.
LTCH : current CH LT.
MLTCH : Maximum CH LT.
3.5 Simulation, results, and analysis
By using the SUMO version 0.28.0 trafﬁc generator and Matlab version R2016b, we evaluate
the performance of our proposed protocols in different scenarios and in terms of different
performance metrics, as follows:
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Figure 3.2 Flowchart of CHR protocol
To evaluate the performance of PCHEA protocol, we compare PCHEA protocol with CBLTR
protocol (Abuashour & Kadoch (2016)) in terms of the average number of CH elected. We
select the CBLTR protocol because it elects the CH based on LT and it outperforms other pro-
tocols that consider other parameters in terms of reducing the number of CH election processes.
Therefore, we implemented a bidirectional highway scenario with length of 10000 meters, after
that we divided the highway into ﬁxed sizes of clusters of length 250 meter each. The vehicles
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enters the highway scenario in ﬁxed rate which equals 1 vehicle/sec. The simulation starts to
gather the results after all vehicle enter the Highway scenario.
we applied the CBLTR protocol and the PCHEA protocol on the bidirectional highway topol-
ogy, respectively. The results in Figure 3.3A show that, based on the CBLTR protocol, the
number of elected CH increases when the average velocity increases, and this increase is due
to triggering the CH election process every time the CH arrives at the threshold point. In ad-
dition, Figure 3.3B shows that, based on the PCHEA protocol the number of CH elected is
lightly increased as the velocity increases. This proposed protocol signiﬁcantly reduces the
number of elected CH compared to CBLTR protocol because it avoids the CH election process
at the threshold point. In PCHEA protocol, the election of the CH occurs only at the begin-
ning of the simulation or when any vehicle enters an empty cluster. In addition, when any CH
arrives at the threshold point, it only informs other CMs about the next CH without requiring
to make new CH election. In Figure 3.3C, we present a comparison between CBLTR protocol
and PCHEA protocol in terms of the average number of elected CH. We clearly notice that the
PCHEA protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms CBLTR protocol in terms of reducing the number
of CH election process.
In Figure 3.4, we evaluate the impact of the control overhead messages on available resources
of a clustered highway topology, by comparing the PCHEA protocol and ECORA protocol in
terms of available resources. We assume that the initial data rate is 10MB/s. The simulation
results show that PCHEA protocol keeps higher available resources compared to ECORA pro-
tocol. The main reasons of that is because the PCHEA protocol reduces the number of CH
elected in each cluster and reduces the CH election control overhead messages generated due
to frequent election processes. In general, PCHEA protocol outperforms ECORA algorithm
by reduction of the number of control overhead messages by about 90%.
To evaluate the performance of CHR protocol, we compare CHR protocol with CBLTR pro-
tocol (Abuashour & Kadoch (2016)) in terms of the average throughput. In CBLTR protocol,
when any CH receives a packet, it forwards the packet to the next CH that are located towards
100
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Figure 3.3 comparison between PCHEA and CBLTR protocols
the destination regardless of its moving direction. In addition, it always forwards to ACHs. In
contrast, CHR protocol proposed a novel protocol that enables the CH to forward the packet to
the SACH if it existed within its transmission range. This contribution signiﬁcantly reduces the
number of relayed CH between any pair of CHs. In addition it also increases the throughput
and reduces the end-to-end delay. In Figure 3.5, we compare CHR protocol with CBLTR pro-
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Figure 3.4 comparison between PCHEA and ECORA protocols in terms of resources
availability in highway scenario
tocol and another protocol that elects the CH based on minimum velocity (Song et al. (2010)).
The results show that the CHR protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms other two protocols in terms
of average throughput.
3.6 Conclusion
In this letter we proposed two main protocols; ﬁrst, the Passive CH Election Avoidance (PCHEA)
protocol. Second, the CH Routing (CHR) protocol. The PCHEA aims to increase the network
performance by reducing the number of CH election processes. The CHR protocol aims to re-
duce the number of relayed CHs between any pair of vehicles. As we present in the simulation
results, the PCHEA protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms CBLTR protocol in terms reducing the
number of CH election process. Also, the CHR protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms the CBLTR
protocol in terms of average throughput.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION, FUTURE WORKS, AND LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
4.1 Conclusion
In VANET, the main drawback is the network instability, which yields to reduce the network
efﬁciency. Clustering techniques is mainly used to create a stable clustered topology with
minimum clustered control overhead messages. This thesis mainly concentrate to achieve this
objective. As explained in Chapter 1, two main algorithms are proposed to improve the per-
formance in a clustered highway and grid VANET scenarios. The CHs are elected based on
maximum LT, and the re-election process is required only when the CHs reach their corre-
sponding threshold point. Based on the simulation results, CBLTR protocol shows a signiﬁcant
improvement in terms of average throughput. The enhancement in CBLTR protocol is a new
mechanism to select new CHs. The selected CHs have longer LT span making the protocol
more stable. Also, an Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol in a grid topol-
ogy is proposed. The IDVR protocol selects the optimal route based on its current location,
destination location, and a maximum of the minimum average throughput for SCSRs. IDVR
increases the overall network efﬁciency, by increasing the route throughput, and decreasing
end-to-end delay.
In Chapter 2, clustering techniques have been used as the main solution to reduce the control
overhead messages in VANET, in which the network is divided into multiple stationary clus-
ters and selecting one of the Cluster Members (CMs) as a Cluster Head (CH). Still, a problem
occurs when the control overhead messages increase due to periodically forwarding of CM
HELLO (CMHELLO) messages between the CMs and the CH, and when the CH periodically
broadcasts an CH ADvertiSement (CHADS) messages to declare itself to the CMs. Hence,
minimizing control overhead messages in any cluster environment is an essential goal to use
the network resources efﬁciently. Therefore, we proposed two algorithms: a Control Over-
head Reduction Algorithm (CORA) and an Enhanced version of Control Overhead Reduction
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Algorithm (ECORA). These algorithms signiﬁcantly reduce the number of control overhead
messages generated by the CMs and the CHs in a clustered highway topology. We present a
new mechanism for calculating the optimal period for forwarding or broadcasting the control
overhead messages. The main contribution of these algorithm is to change the mechanism of
forwarding the CM clustered control overhead messages in a clustered topology to be based on
location instead of periodic of time. Based in the simulation results, CORA and ECORA have
signiﬁcantly reduced the number of control overhead messages and maintained more resources
in each cluster in a clustered highway topology.
Chapter 3 addresses the problem of control overhead messages that generated due to frequent
CH election. This generated control overhead messages yields to consume high amount of
available network resources, which at the end negatively impacts on the overall clustered
VANET performance. Therefore, a Passive CH Election Avoidance (PCHEA) protocol is pro-
posed that aims to reduce the number of elected CH in Clustered highway VANET scenario.
In addition, in this Chapter also a CH routing protocol is proposed to reduce the number of
relayed CHs between any pair of vehicles. As we present in the simulation results, the PCHEA
protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms CBLTR protocol in terms reducing the number of CH elec-
tion process. Also, the CHR protocol signiﬁcantly outperforms the CBLTR protocol in terms
of average throughput.
4.2 Future works
As a future plan, We suggest more research issues to be conducted on clustered VANET routing
protocol, and the following should be considered:
a. Considering other mobility parameter, such as acceleration rate. Evaluate this parameter
in terms of selection a stable CH;
b. Evaluate the performance of CBR protocols in a dynamic clustered topology and compare
the results with stationary clustered topology;
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c. Evaluate the performance of our proposed protocols on a real-map topology (real experi-
mental test). Furthermore, validate out simulation results with real experimental results.
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